



















































Charles E. Cummings, Charles H. Holden.
2 Charles E. Faxon.
3 John H. Keegan, Toussaint Ledoux.
4—JosiAH N. Woodward.
5 Peter Sweeney.
6 ^James H. Moran, Edward Field, Russell
White, Frank P. Rideout.
7 Arthur K. Woodbury, Charles E. Gale.






Ward 1 George H. Brigham, Andrew J. Tuck, Horace
T. DuRGiN, William A. Reed.
2 Charles H. Jackman, Henry W. Keith.
3 George F. Blood, John Ledoux, David Twombly,
* George B. McQuesten.
4 James H Barker, Lester F. Thurber.
5 James D. Coffey, Patrick E. Moran.
6—Joseph A. Noble, George W. Witham, Joseph
Gauthier, Fletcher W. Burnham, Xenophon




Charles W. Coffin, Andros B. Jones, Peter
Lawrence, James Scanlan.
8 ^William H. Whidden, Henry J. Griswold,,





























George H. Brigham, Andrew J. Tuck.
2 Charles E. Faxon, Charles H. Jackman.
3—^JoHN H. Keegan, Toussaint Ledoux.
4 ^Josiah N. Woodward.
5 Peter Sweeney.
6 *Edward Field, Joseph A. Noble, James H.
Moran, Edmond D. Lucier.
7 Andros B. Jones, George E. Holt.








William A. Reed, Horace T. Durgin, Benja-
min B. Otis, Tilson D. Fuller.
2 Henry W. Keith, Barnet C. Buttrick, Elmer.
W. Eaton, Frank E. Wilson.
3 George F. Blood, David Twombly, John
Ledoux, Addison K. Chase.
4 Lester F. Thurber, Frank L. Kimball.
5 John Flaherty, James D. Coffey.
6 Richard H. Dearborn, Michael McGlynn^
Norman A. Chase, John J. Shea, Xenophon
D. ToLLES, Anaci.et Larivee, Alfred F.
Johnson, Frederick A. McLaren.
7 James Scanlan, Peter Lawrence, Luke B.
Colby, Alfred M. Hills.
8 George F. Caldwell, William W. Judd, Edwari>
F. Marsh, Charles F. Woods.
* Resigned.
STANDING COMMITTEES, 1892.
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Enrollment—Aid. Tuck, Moran and Lucier.
Election and Returns—Aid. Faxon, Sweeney and Jackman.
Highways and Bridges—Mayor Beasom, Aid. Faxon and Noble.
Licenses—Aid. Merrill, Brigham and Moran.
Street Lights—Aid. Jones, Lucier and Jackman.
IN BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.
Enrollment—Councilmen Woods, Twombly and N. A. Chase.
Election and Returns—Councilmen Reed, Lawrence and Mc-
Laren.
Bills in Second Reading—Couacilmen A. K. Chase, Shea and
Larivee.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Accounts and Finance—Mayor, Aid. Flather and Tuck. Coun-
cilmen Blood, Eaton, Durgin and McGlynn.
Claims—Mayor, Aid. Flather and Jones. Councilmen Otis,
Ledoux, Hills and Caldwell.
Commons and Cemeteries—Mayor, Aid. Woodward and Brig-
ham. Covmcilmen Reed, Wilson, Coffey and Judd.
Lands and Buildings—Mayor, Aid. Jackman and Ledoux.
Councilmen Keith, Scanlan, McGlynn and Flaherty.
City Farm and House of Correction—Mayor, Aid. Faxon and
Noble. Councilmen Marsh, Buttrick, Keith and Dearborn.
Printing and Stationery—Mayor, Aid. Holt and Woodward.
Councilmen Kimball, Johnson, Fuller and Lawrence.
Sewers and Drains—Mayor, Aid. Merrill and Keegan. Coun-
cilmen Colby, ToUes, Scanlan and Flaherty.
POLICE COURT.
Hon. Charles W. Hoitt, Justice ; Hon. William O. Clough, As-
sociate Justice ; Fred H. Morrill, Clerk.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS.
Eugene F. Whitney, Chairman; George P. Kimball, Clerk;
Edmund Dobens, George W. Badger, Charles F. ToUes.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Alvin S. Eaton, Irving F. Graves, M. D., *Charles B. Ham-
mond, M. D.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
William S. Atwood, William J. Field, Tyler M. Shattuck.
INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS.
William P. Clark, Patrick Gaffney, Charles O. Andrews,
William Ahearn, Charles S. Dudley, Ai A. Reynolds,
Levi W. Goodrich, Calvin T. Robinson.
SUPERINTENDENT OF CITV FARM.
Charles E. Buckham,
FENCE VIEWERS.
John L. H. Marshall, Walter M. Gilson, Lot Boody.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
George E. Heath.
TRUSTEES OF SINKING FUND.
Hon. William H. Beasom, Mayor;
Lester F. Thurber, President of Council
;
Alderman Miles J. Merrill.
Resigned.
TRUSTEES OF HUNT LEGACY.
Hon. William H. Beasom, Mayor;
Lester F. Thurber, President of Council
;
Henry B. Atherton, President of Board of Education.
John P. Goggin, Frank W. Maynard.



























































































Delivered in the Court Room, City Hall Building, Friday,
January 1st, 1892.
Gentlemen of the City Councils : In accordance with
our city charter, we have met here today to assume responsibili-
ty for the good government of our city for the ensuing year.
While we may feel gratified at the confidence manifested in us
by the re-election of so many of our members, we should reflect
that renewed confidence entails larger responsibilities, and the
standard of our work for the present year should be raised still
higher in consequence.
With that object in view I will endeavor to outline what is, in
my opinion, a part of our duty during the coming year.
Our financial condition is of first importance, and to that de-
partment we will give our first attention.
finance.
Our liabilities Jan. 1st, 1892, are substantially as follows:
Funded debt $524,500 00
Floating debt , 52,000 00
Sundry notes, trust funds, etc 1,500 00




Sinking fund (with interest) $198,082 72
Uncollected taxes, 1890, $3,640 33
" " 1891, 21,115 63
24,755 96
Balance of cash 3,234 99
$226,073 67
Or a total net debt of $361,926.33 on the assessed valuation
of $11,216,674 in 1891.
Our total debt is 3 2-10 per cent, giving us a high credit
among cities. During the year $45,000 of our bonded debt be-
came due. At the beginning of the year it was our intention to
pay this from the sinking fund, but on investigation it was de-
cided that the sinking fund being raised for the purpose of pay-
ing our railroad loan should not be touched for any other object.
The $45,000 was accordingly refunded from 6 per cent, into 4
per cent, bonds, making, with the $155,000 required to take up
the floating debt Jan. 1st, 1891, a total issue of $200,000. This
was placed at a premium of 1 1-8 per cent, and proved to be a
most fortunate sale for the city as, owing to the condition of the
money market, bonds having had a very dull sale for the year,
July 1st, 1892, % 185,000 of our bonds become due and will be
paid from the sinking fund.
During the year n:any minor public improvements have been
brought about—such as an engine house, ladder truck, ambulance,
improvements at city farm, assessors' maps, changing grade at
Main street crossing and many smaller items, all of which help
to show us enterprising and progressive. While I am an advo-
cate of public improvements, I am in favor of regulating our ex-
penditures by our receipts and of doing something each year that
will in the end prove of permanent value. Our tax rate has been
reduced to $1.78 per $100. It probably can never be reduced
much below this figure and at the same time maintain the im-
provements which our citizens rightfully, I think, demand.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
During the past year a radical reform has been made in the
management of this department. The history of this change is so
well known that I will not weary you with it. Our board of fire
commissioners have proved themselves able, honest, and efficient,
and the department, under the leadership of Chief Osborn, may
well be a source of pride to every citizen. Politics have been
entirely eliminated and the results predicted in my inaugural of
1891 have been accomplished.
During the year a fine new engine house has been built in the
Crown Hill district and a new ladder truck purchased to super-
sede the old one. Two more engine houses are needed, one on
the north side of the Nashua river and one in the southwest part
of the city, though I do not advise that they both be built this
year. Our new contract with the Pennichuck Water Co. by
which hydrants are furnished free has largely raised the standard
of the service, but many more hydrants are needed to maintain
the highest efficiency in the department.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
I feel the management of this department during 1891 calls for
more than a brief notice at this time. Under the direction of
Marshal Eaton more genuine reform has been accomplished, and
the standai d of work raised higher than I considei^ed possible un-
der the old system of appointments. A stricter discipline hasbeen
maintained and the police force as a whole has made a record,
far above the average, as the annals of the department will show.
The standard of efficiency as shown by the number of arrests,
causes of arrests and amounts received from fines and costs shows
an average increase of nearly 100 per cent, over any previous
year in the city's history.
During 1891 a police matron has been employed at the station
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for the first time. This departure was largely due to the efforts-
of the W. C. T- U., and at the beginning opinion seemed to be
about evenly divided as to the desirability of such a step. The
honest, conscientious work of Mrs. Carey leaves me no room to
doubt but the maintenance of this position is not only desirable
but a necessity. The slight expense entailed should not be con-
sidered in the cause of humanity towards'the unfortunate. The
tenure of office of our police commissioners begins today. In
my opinion Gov. Tuttle and his council are entitled to great
credit for their selection of this board. The gentlemen appointed
are all men of high character and of experience which particular-
ly fits them for these difficult positions ; without reflection on
other candidates for commissioners, I think their appoint-
ment meets the general approbation of our best citizens. Their
duties are the most difficult of any part of our public service.
To appoint a police force satisfactory^ to every citizen is an im-
possibility ; it never has been and never will be done. The main
object ot the police commission bill is to divorce this depart-
ment from politics, to select the officers with reference to ability
and to maintain a tenure of office that will attract to this service
good men and keep them there. Rules for the proper govern-
ment of such a body are necessarily strict and of a military char-
acter. Such rules were impossible to frame under our old sys-
tem of appointments. Hence by no possibility could any police
force of the past attain the efficiency which I confidently expect
under the new order of things.
In 1891 an ambulance was purchased and placed under control
of this department. I think this expenditure has already more
than paid for itself in the amount of pain it has prevented—or
alleviated—in the convevance to their homes of the numerous ac-
cident cases which have occurred among us. Under the super-
vision of City Physician Tierney and Dr. C. B. Hammond, a
room has been fitted up at the police station to be used as an op-
erating room, and to a certain extent as a hospital for those hav-
ing no other home. While deficient in many requirements for a
hospital, it is a long stride forward and is a credit to those who
suggested and supervised its fitting up.
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HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.
This department is one which always finds plenty of criticism.
During the past year much fault has been found—so much, in
fact, that it is difficult to separate the just from the unjust.
In this connection it is necessary for us to understand that it is
a financial impossibility for this—or any other—city to lay out
and grade new streets in all directions—many of them to develop
private property—and have money left to properly maintain and
beautify the highways we ah'eady have. In my opinion, now is
the time, and this board of aldermen is the body to call a halt in
unnecessary street grading. By the above term, I mean all streets
not clearly for the benefit of the general public should be graded
at the expense of the individuals through whose land they run,
and not by the taxpayers in general.
A street for the "benefit of the public" should be one laid out
and graded for the benefit of the whole public, not for the im-
mediate abuttors or a very few persons residing in the immediate
vicinity.
The great argument in favor of laying out and grading all streets
petitioned for has been, "Lots are sold, houses are built and they
are taxable property brought into existence."
I fail to see how this argument has further force. Plenty of
streets are now opened so that a person wishing a house lot can
procure one in any direction. In fact, I think the streets already
laid out are sufficient for a city of 30,000 inhabitants or more.
Private land should be developed at the expense of the owners
and when the sti-eet is graded (or nearly so) it is time to ask the
city to accept it.
The citizens have elected a street commissioner who has not
only the confidence of the community, but who is particularly
fitted to carry forward two of what I consider the greatest im
provements in this department in recent years, the widening and
extension of Allds street, provided for by the last city government,
and the widening and repair of the Main street bridge. The
former I am sure will greatly enhance the value of property south
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of Salmon Brook and in the Crown Hill district, besides being of
great value to the general public.
I think the widening of the main artery of communication be-
tween the north and south sides of the Nashua river will need no
argument from me to convince you of its desirability.
It is hard to overestimate the importance of good streets and
roads, well cared for and kept in good condition. With a view
to improvement I am of the opinion that much more crushed
stone should be used than in the past—not only on our streets but
on our country roads. Nashua has grown—and is now growing
—very rapidly ; that growth should be encouraged, and especial-
ly should an effort be made to make our city a larger business
center for the surrounding country. I know of few better ways
to do this than to give the people surrounding us eas} access to
our city by first-class roads.
SEWERS.
Quite a radical change took place in this department last year.
In place of the election of a so-called superintendent of sewers
by the political party in power at the time and who often has
been a man unfamiliar with this most difficult work, the work on
the sewers has all been done under contract and, I think, all
things considered, in a most satisfactory manner. By restricting
the bidders to citizens of Nashua and placing the minimum limit
of wages at a fair figure for those employed in the work, money
has been kept at home, and the city has had the benefit of every
dollar expended, while the contractor has made a profit. The
work done under the supervision fo the city engineer has been
first-class and of a permanent character.
Not the least feature in this method of sewer construction is
the immunity of the city from risk of accident, a bond being giv-
en by the contractor to assume all liability in such cases.
In 1891, 8429 feet of new sewer has been laid. In addition
to this 1300 feet of old sewer has been taken up and relaid, mak-
ing a total of 9729 feet of sewer laid during the year.
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The actual cost of construction under contract is about the
same as under a good superintendent, but considering the quality
of the work done, and the immunity of the city from liability for
accidents, I recommend that the present method of construction
be continued during the coming year.
Plans for draining the city south of Salmon Brook by a large
brick sewer extending from Main street via Allds street to Sal-
mon Brook, thence to the Merrimac river, have been formulated.
I recommend their adoption, and that the work of construction be
commenced this year. The time is fast approaching when a
much more extensive sewerage system will be necessary. It
will require a large expenditure to perfect it, and the money
should be raised by the issue of bonds. This cannot be done un-
til the Legislature assembles and gives us authority. It will take
about one year to prepare plans for such a system, and I recom-
mend those plans be commenced this year.
The Engineering Department may well be spoken of in con-
nection with the streets and sewers,
I consider this one of the most important offices in the gift of
the city and one that should forever be kept out of politics, as it
has been in the past. More money can either be saved or lost
through the capabilities of the city engineer than through the
ability of any other city official. Early in 1891 a proposition was
made to the city councils to adopt a set of "Assessors' Maps,"
their advantage being conceded by all. Engineers from another
city estimated the cost at about $10,000 and the time three years
for completion. At the suggestion of our city engineer, the
work was undertaken by the city, and under his direction with
this result, April 1st, 1892, will see nearly half, and the worst
half, of our city on paper, and in shape for the assessors. Mr.
Burley estimates that the maps can be completed by April, 1893,
at a cost of $4,500.00, which sum includes all notes made, which
was not the case with the $10,000 estimate. I urge upon you
the importance of continuing the work on the same lines and of
retaining our present city engineer.
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SCHOOLS.
Citizens of Nashua may justly be proud of our Public Schools.
Expenditures in this department increase faster than in any other
department of our citv.
I do not think our tax-payers grudge the sum expended, but it
seems to me that the most rigid economy should be practised
by our board of education consistent with good senice. The
question of a general raising of teachers' salaries is one that should
be cautiously dealt \yith.
In 1891, plans \vere procured for a new school house on the
north side of the riyer. By a series of misunderstandings and
of strife as to its location, the building \yas not erected. I recom-
mend that a public hearing be held early in the present year,
and, if possible, to agree upon a site, the building to be erected
early in the spring.
CITY FARM.
The management of the city farm the past year has demon-
strated that in this department we haye the "right man in the
right place."
As on any place of this character, a yast amount of worthless
articles accumulate from year to year and are carried in the in-
yentory as of yalue.
In 1890, a beginning was made in the work of charging off these
doubtful assets. In 1891 still more was disposed of and yet our
inyentory of 1891 shows a net increase of $2,066 oyer 1890, this
does not include the new stable and repairs on the bam which
were paid for from a special appropriation. The amount of
cash turned into the cit)' treasury by Air. Buckham during 1891
is larger than in any previous yeaV.
While the department will show an apparent overdraft of
about $2,600 (which is much smaller than the average) it is on-
ly fair that the actual increase in value, due to the skilful manage-
ment, be deducted. If this is done the overdraft is reduced to
less than $600, which amount has been expended in necessary
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repairs to the premises which have been long delayed on account
of other expenditures.
In view of these facts, I think a change in the management
would be unwise and I recommend the present superintendent
be retained in office. In 1891, the question of an additional
building at the farm was agitated in the city councils. I think
one should be built in the near future.
The plans proposed were, to build a separate structure for the
use of criminals only, to be situated at a distance from the pres-
ent house and arranged for accommodation of about fifty crimi-
nals.
The arguments for such a building are these: The idea of as-
sociating criminals with our poor has the eftect of making pover-
ty a crime, which is repugnant to our civilization, yet with our
present arrangements at the city farm any other plan is im-
possible. Paupers and criminals can only be kept from close
contact in different buildings.
A new one can be erected and both old and new buildings
heated by steam at an expense of about $5,000.
One of the most serious questions we have to deal with, in
order to combine justice with humanity, is the support of our
paupers. Under our present plan, the city is constantly imposed
upon by people too indolent for steady work and who, if we
possessed accommodations at the city farm, would easily find
means of support.
The main object of assistance is lost sight of by many appli-
cants for aid, thus doing a great injustice to our worthy poor.
The intention of public charit}' is only to provide the absolute
necessities of life during such time as the applicants are unable
to procure them for themselves. Luxuries, of any kind, except
in case of sickness, are not contemplated. The board of over-
seers of the poor of 1891 made a step in this direction, but the
whole system of charity has been so abused in the past that com-
plete reform in any one year has been impossible.
While I have great sympathy with our worthy poor I think
justice should temper generosity, and to this end I recommend
that the overseers of the poor meet the finance committee early
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in January and make up a schedule of the necessities of life as
well as a scale of rents to be paid for by the city. A schedule
of this kind once completed should not be deviated from except
in case of sickness and by advice of the city physician.
CEMETERIES.
The condition of our cemeteries has been much improved the
past year.
Avenues have been trimmed up and widened. A larger water
main has been introduced in the Hollis street cemetery and the
grounds have been so well cared for generally as to reflect credit
on Supt. Ballou and the committee. A larger water main should
be laid in the Amherst street cemetery this year, and the fence on
the south side of the Hollis street yard set back to include the
land purchased in 1889.
In the care of cemetery lots a radical reform is necessary. A
fixed schedule of charges should be established at once and a
complete record of all lots cared for insisted upon by the com-
mittee. This suggestion is brought to my mind by the fact that
in 1891 Supt. Ballou has collected, or has in c6llectable bills
for the care of lots, about $880. This is so far in excess of the
amount accounted for in the past as to leave no room for doubt
that a considerable leakage has occurred in this department in
previous years.
CLAIMS.
We enter 1892 with a clean court docket so far as claims
against the city are concerned.
Through the skill of our city solicitor and good judgment of the
committee on claims, excellent settlements have been brought
where we were satisfied that the claim was just.
Claims now pending are not of great importance ; they were
all filed in 1891 and in each case we possess ample evidence for
the city.
During the year but one case has been tried and the result was
a clean verdict for the city.
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In closing, let us recollect we are here as the servants of our
fellow citizens—not as politicians representing only the interests
of our respective parties, and, while certain offices are of right
at the disposal of the party in power, we are here to conduct the
affairs of our city in a business-like manner and with an eye to
the greatest good for all.
We should show the citizens of Nashua their confidence in
us is not misplaced and that the government of 1892 shall pass




Nashua, N. H., February 6th, 1892.
To His Honor'jhe Mayor ^ and the City Councils of Nashua :
Gentlemen :—I hereby submit the report of the City Treas-











































































Amount carried forward to page 27, $689,179 11
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Amount brought forward from page 24, $461,286 61
Paul Lucier, Arlington Street School
House, 1 96
H. A. Ballou, cemeteries, . . . 325 00
H. W. Ramsdell, collector, taxes for 1891, 179,300 00
W. H. Beasom, custodian, Jos. Knowl-
ton bequest, . . . . 100 00
Solon A. Carter, state treasurer,
Insurance Tax, . . $848 25
Solon A. Carter, state treasurer,
Railroad Tax, . 9,063 07
Solon A. Carter, state treasurer,
Savings Bank Tax, . 39,821 43
Solon A. Carter, state treasurer.
Literary Fund, . . 3,667 50
53,400 25
City of Newton, Mass., city debt, . 31,000 00
" " " " . . 21,000 00
F. H. Morrill, clerk, sale of writs, etc., 120 46
$746,634 28
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Amount brought forward from page 25, $689,179 11
Ward expenses, .... 407 55
City Farm improvements, . . 2,572 40
School money, .... 51,045 37
Public Library incidentals, . . 94 86
$743,299 29




COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCES.
Nashua, N. H., Dec. 31, 1891.
The undersigned Committee on Accounts and Finances of the
City Councils ot the City of Nashua have this day examined the
accounts of William E. Spalding, City Treasurer, and find
the same correctly cast and each payment properly vouched by
treasury orders for the same corresponding in amount w^ith the
vouchers in the hands of the City Clerk of said city.
We have also examined the sources from which the income of
the past year has been derived and are satisfied that he has
charged himself w^ith the entire amount paid to him as City
Treasurer and has made a correct exhibit of the same in detail.
We find the balance in the hands of said Treasurer to be three










IN ACCOUNT WITH NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND.
Dr.
Jan. 1, 1891, Balance in Nashua Savings
Bank,
Interest on deposit,
Interest on city note,
Cr.
Jan. 1, 1892, Balance in Nashua Savings
Bank, ... $97 13
Paid A. P. Hendrick, for





Taxes for the year 1889, balance due,
31
ABATEMENT UF TAXES.
Fred Whittemore, collector, 1889,



















Barr & Co., supplies
G. H. Brigham, "
S. D. Chandler,
A. E. Gay, contract and labor,
Sawyer & Co., powder, etc.,
W. Hall, cement,
B. & M. R. R., freight,
A. Webster, admr.,
Barry & Vickery, coal, .
Carson French Mach. Co.,
C. C. Rollins, engine and supplies,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
J. F. Chase, ice,
J. Leddy & Son, brick,
C. Williams, castings,
C. W. Stevens, stone,
Rollins Engine Co., reservoir gate,



























ARLINGTON ST. ENGINE HOUSE.
Special appropriation. $6,000 00
$6,000 00
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Ashley & Lund, on account,
J. F. Watson, teaming, .









Appropriation, .... $200 00
Higgins' band, 1-2 appropriation.
Undrawn, .... $100 00100 00
CITY DEBT.





Salem Savings Bank, note,
Suffolk " "
Institution for Savings, .
















Coupons, . . .
Mosely & Co.,
Fall River Savings Bank, notes,
City Ins. Savings Bank, notes,
W. H. Edgerly, notes,
Millbury Savings Bank, notes,
Salem " " "
Suffolk " " "














Nashua Lock & Hardware Co.
36
J. Leddy &Co., brick, . . $52 dO
J. W. Ladd, incidentals and bills
paid, 121 59
Mosler Safe Co., sale front, . . 125 W
B. &. M. R. R., freight, . . Il2(i
O. P. Lucier, agent, deodorizers. . 6 00
J. E. Thurber, chimney caps, . 17 5'
•
J. Knapp & Son, beams, . 80 24
Roby & Swart, lumber, . . 96 55
Silver Spring Water Co., tank and
water, . . . . . 1 2 50
Crosby Invalid Furniture Co., labor
and stock, ....
George A. Macabe, lettering doors,
Pennichuck Water Works,
Geo. E. Balcom, ice (fountain, etc.,)
H. C. Shattuck, cleaning carpets,
A. S. Eaton, concreting.
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Andrews, Wood & Co., grain, etc.,
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M. J. Jones, labor, .
Barry & Vickery, coal,
Jackman & Sexton, supplies,
D. F. Runnells, supplies,
L. H. Parker, cows, .
S. D. Chandler, meal, etc.,
M. J. Merrill, manure,
Jos. Moran, "
M. Moran, "
J. H. Campbell, "
A. S. Eaton, "
G. W. Harris, "
N. S. Whitman, supplies,
J. H. Clark, " .
H. R. Page, " .
J. H. Blake, Jr., " .
A. F. Maynard, labor, .
J. B. Manseau, harness work and
supplies,
A. K. Woodbury, labor,
A. Gay, whitewashing,
George W. Witham, labor,
O. P. Lucier, deodorizers,
M. D. Horton, fish,
T. Bride,
C. R. CoUey, painting, .
Marshall Bros., potatoes,
Farwell & Farley, horse,
A. A. Davis, supplies,
E. F. Marsh, soap,




C. E. Batchelder, blacksmithing
M. B. Averill, labor,
R. S. Tamblin, "
$44
39































A. E. Gay, labor, .
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W. M. F. Co., labor,
Barr & Co., supplies,
P. Birchall. labor, .
Jackman;& Sexton, supplies,
A. S. Eaton, concrete,
B. O. Rob}-, labor,
Erb & Wilson,
J. W. Leazott& Co., "
Crosby Invalid Furniture Co.,
Marden & Mygatt, labor,












G. H. Fulsom, trees,
F. O. Ray, labor,

























C. W. Stevens, stone,



















Keuftel, Esser & Co.,
A. R. Gay & Co.,





























C. W. Classon, stamps,
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F. A. Frost, driver and fireman,
A. E. Gay, labor and supplies,
F. O. Ray, " . .
Clement Noyes, labor,
George E. Law, trucking, w
Howard, French & Heald, supplies
Peter Degnan, driver, .
Geo. M. Watts, "
O. P. Lucier, "
A. Dionne, "
E. H. Parmenter, fireman,
Geo. H. Campbell, "
L. A. Hamilton, " and salary
E. Clark, "
C. T. Lund,
C. Callahan Co., supplies,
Nashua Iron & Steel Co., labor an
supplies,
G. O. Osborn, salary and incidental
Urquhart & Co., labor, .
C. H. Austin, " and fireman
G. E. Balcom. ice,
Geo. H. Whitney, labor,
Geo. S. Hidden, "
W. O. Flanders, horse hire,
C. H. Whitney, incidentals,
Manchester Locomotive Works, re
pairs, etc.,
E. O. Matthews, labor, .
E.,W. Clark, " and supplies








W. F. Barnes, "
$95
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F. L. Shattuck, fireman,
H. Flint,
F. C. Brown,
O. VV. Reed, labor,
Crawford & Son, labor,
E. F. Marsh, soap.
Cook & Co., lumber,
E. Leclair, fireman,
J. F. Hale,
L. I. Minard, "
G.W.Harris, "
H. Prince, "
R. M. Edwards, fireman
E. F. Hadlock, "
0. Samuelson, "
Q. A. Woodward, supplies,
Jackman & Sexton, "
J. Huniman,
"
Nightingale & Childs "
C. W. Classon, stamps, .
F. A. Davis, driver and fireman,
James Riley, " "
G. H. Foster, " . .
E. Wills, fireman,
P. S. Rhodes, "
G. G. Wheaton, fireman
J. H. Bdrker, printing, .
C. B. Jackman & Son, labor an
supplies,
W. Hall, grain,
Andrews, Wood & Co., grain,
A. E. Sanderson, harness work and
supplies.
Woodward & Cory, harness work,
1. N. Cummings, wood,
J. F. Watson, hay,
Moulton & Co., ladder, .
$39
48
Nashua Coal Co., coal, .
F. Taylor & Co., supplies.
Maiden & Mygatt, labor and supplies
C W. H. Moulton, ladder truck.
Eastern Elec. Sup. Co., supplies,
Nashua Lock & Hardware Co., labor
and supplies, .
Woodward & Mullin, labor,
T. R. Arnold, "
F. P. Hunkins, labor and supplies,
H. J. Frenette, "
'G. H. Brigham, supplies,
Bagley & Co., "
H. M. Goodrich, labor,
G. R. Green, hay,
J. H. Hunt, incidentals,
Nat Hardy, labor,
H. W. Merritt, fireman,
W. E. Colburn, ''
€. J. Pushee
"
Noyes Manufacturing Co., supplies,
A. S. Jackson, "
Washburn & Moen, "
Gamewell Co., "
C. E. Berry, "
J. E. Powers, badges,
Ashley & Lund, labor, .
Highways and bridges, labor,
J. H. Clark, supplies,
Cross & ToUes, lumber,
J. B. Manseau, harness work.
Gazette Press Co., printing,
J. A. Hamilton, labor, .
Morgan & Morgan, labor.
Concord & Montreal railroad, freight
Talbot Dye & C. Co., supplies,

















































F. D. Cook & Co., lumber,
Barr & Co., supplies,
A. E. Gay, labor.
Sawyer & Co., supplies,
L. Fuller, land damflges,
C. E. Batchelder, labor,
G. A. Currier, labor, Dist. 6,
J. A.
Lamarsh, "





G. W. Davis, labor and use of
Morgan & Morgan, labor,
J. F.
Watson, teams,













E. A. Terrill & Co., rubbers,

































A. Columb & Son, labor,
H. F. Chase, use of land
J. L. H. Marshall, labor
S. D. Chandler, salt,
J. E. Bailey, labor, Dist
J. H. Hall,' labor,
F. O. Ray, "
I. P. Hali, labor, Dist. 8.
Jacob Libbey, damage to
X. Eaton, labor, etc.,
Charles O'Neil, labor,
D. F. Holt, labor. Dist. 1
T. H. Morrison, wood,
Ripley & Son, painting,
C. W. Stevens, iabor and stone
H. W. Clapp. fountain,
A. S. Eaton, conci'eting
A. K. Woodbury, labor and sand,
C. B. Jackman & Son, labor,
Ann Britt, land damage,
J. Barnard, ''
"
G. N. Trowbridge, tiling saws,
H. M. Goodrich, supplies,
F. Wright, labor,
E. J. Gibson, labor,
Nashua Carriage Co.. repairs,
S. P. Wilson, labor on Main street
bridge, etc.,
C. S. Colburn, watering trough,
G. W. Badger, painting signs,
Farrell Foundry Co., jaws for crusher,
Daudelin & Langelier, stone posts
and labor,
E. F. Marsh, stone,
C W. Towns, labor,
Geo. Ricord, labor,
Geo. T. Jones, labor,
$18
52
J. Turner & Co., labor,
Geo. F. Caldwell, stone,
L. J. Tibbetts, land damage,
D. B. Major, " "
J, E. Corachne, ''
"
Heirs of I. and J. M. Hunt, land
damage. . . . .
Heirs of D. A. Wilson, land damage,
J. H. Keegan, renumbering, streets,
W. |. Cooper, labor. Dist. 7.,
Rollins Engine Co., work on crusher,
Mrs. J. M. Balcom, rent of land for
crusher, . . . .
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
D. Monier, labor,
McQiiesten & Co., salt,
A. Chase, breaking roads, • .
J. P. and W. B. Cummings, stone,
L. A. Roby, labor, Dist. 11, .
$232
53
McKean & Andrews, insurance,
Industrial School, board of children,
J. Sanderson, claim,
C. S. Bussell. returnini^ births, deaths
and marriages,
Pennichuck Water Works, water,
Blaisdell, diver,
W. U. Telegraph Co., messages,
N. E. Telephone, Co., messages,
H. W. Tolles, attendance,
W. O. Flanders, livery,
E. L. Farmer, posting, .
Copp & Tuck, insurance,
Rowell & Co , weather signals,
S. L. Halliman, attorney, Ferkin
claim. ....
S. L. Halliman, attorney, Monty
claim, ....
E. F. Marsh, burying horses, .
L. P. Duncklee, glandered horses.
Pay Roll, bells, Feb. 22,




" Stark square, .
Orphans' Home,board of Willie Win
ters, ....
Insane asylum, board, . .
Telephone Co., rent and messages,
R. D. Andrews, board of daughter at
asylum, . . . •
N. Batchelder, old bill, .
F. Whittemore, stamps and envelopes,
W. H. Beasom, ex. for city, • •
Boston & Maine railroad, rent of opera
house, . • • « •
$156
54
E. M. Bowman, cash paid assistant,
E. M. Bowman, returning births,
deaths and marriages, supplies
and labor,
A. D. Melendy, labor, .
C. Milan Morse, medicine,
A. A. Reynolds, assistant assessor,
R. Emerson, " "
C. R. McQiiesten, incidentals as as
sessor, ....
E. E. Chase, labor.
Marsh's express, express,
C. E. Emerson, damage to harness,
C. D. Towne & Co., board,
Nashua post office, envelopes, etc.,
J. H. Hunt, livery and claim,
R. T. Smith, supplies,
Countv commissioner, bill,
D. W. King, recording,
D. R. Marshall,^eputy sheriti (ex
penses, 1890),
Abbott, Downing Co., ambulance
and lantern,
Carrie & Co., printing bonds,
A. W. Howison, supplies,
M. C. Barker, incidentals,
M. R Buxton, insurance,
E. S. Stearns, secretary state, copy
of dog law,
W. A. Lovering, medicines, .
N. C. Ingalls, copying,
C. H. Moore, claim,
H. O. Proctor, services,
E. H. Farwell, livery,
J. A. Hamilton, renumbering streets
E. E. Parker, trial,




G. W. Townsend, diver, . . $29 U
C. B. Jackman & Son, labor, county
building, .... 55 09
Coggeshall & Piper, city seal, . 9 "in
A. E. Wallace, medicines, . . 21 05
Jackman & Sexton, bed pan, . . 1 25
E. F. Whitney, incidentals, . . 2 75
T. D. Lacomb, claim, . . . l,25(t i (t
Greenough & Co., 4 directories, 8 00
J. VV. Ladd, cash paid out, . . 46 82
Kimball & Co., supplies for hospital
room, . . . . . 17 73
G. B. French, attorney. Manning
claim, .....
J. J. Do3le, attorney, Nash claim,
" " '' Birchall claim,
'' '' " Bresnehan "
J. B. Parker, " Peacock .
"
Eagle Plating Co., plating.
Merchants' week, appropriation,
Thomas Mulvanity, curbing Stark
Square, ....
A. S. Eaton, Col. Hall case, .
X. D. Tolles, expenses to Boston,
Crosby Furniture Co., fittings for hos
pital, 100 CO
Loring & Phipps, plans for school
house, .....
H. R. Wheeler, check lists,
J. F. Watson, labor on Stark square,
A. A. Hall, claim,
W. D. Roberts, teaming
Greenwood & Whitmarsh, supplies
for Hospital, ....
J. FItzpatrJck, labor on Stark Square,
D. Marshall, livery,
^G. W. Harris, sprinkling streets.
1,100
56
Cross & Tolles, lumber, .
J. A. Ingalls, copying,
A. E. Sanderson, harness work,
N. S. Whitman, medicine,
American Shearer Co., clippers for
hospital, . . . .
H, A. Ballon, care of Wheeler lot,
Telegraph Publishing^Co., prints of
city buildings, . ,
Temple & Beard, labor, jStark square,
J. H. Clark, street numbers,
W. E. Spalding, treasurer, cash paid
out, .....
E. F. Whitney, assessor, land re-
deemed, ....
Patrick McBride, injury,
G. F. Blood, examining accounts, •
Returns of births and deaths, 1890:
M. H. Tierney, M.D., .
M. T. Lajoie, "
A. W Shea, "










S. G. and F. A









E. Blaylock, M. D.,
E. F. McQiiesten, "
K Pritchard, "
P. L. Robichaud, undertaker,
J. G. Graves, M. D., insanity case,
I. F. Graves, " consultation, .
J. N. Woodward, M. D.,




M. V. B. Greene, binding, etc.,
J. H. Barker, printing,
H. R. Wheeler, printing manuals, etc.
R. T. Smith & Co., supplies,
Bagley & Co., supplies, . .
$^7S
59
C. Milan Morse, supplies,
60
P. Shea, board, .
R. D. Andrews, "
Nashua Iron & Steel Co., rent,
D. Paquette, watcher,
M. V. B. Thompson, nurse,
S. Ledoux, supplies,
H. Olivier, agent, "
W. D. Trow, "
Follett & Fullonton, "
H. C. Phaneuf, clothing,
H. E. Tebbitts, supplies,
Kimball & Co.,





C. Brodeur & Co.,
H. M. Goodrich,
T. M. Shattuck, pnid Canada ticket
J. M. Fletcher, rent,
C. Early,
Jas. A. Green, "
J. Phelps,
"
C. E. Emerson for J. A. Green, rent
P. Jones, care of Katie,
Ivianchestcr Orphan Home, board
charges of J. P. Moran,
P. Robichaud, burials,
A. J. Rockwood, burials.
Babcock & Craig, wood,
Nashua Gas Co., coke for E. Dodge,





H. A. Holt, contract,
G. G. Adams, arch,
r. O. Ray, la'ior and supplies,
J. Wallace, labor,
Brigs^s & Allen, closets,
C VV. Stevens, stone,
A. S. Eaton, concrete,
C. J. Walton, clocks,
J. Gannon, painting,
H. J, Bell, padding cell,
Howard, French & Heald, furnishi'c
Jacknian[|& Sexton, "
J. Knapp & Son, railings,
W. Hall.
J. Lainarsh, labor and supplies
J. H. Clark, supplies,
Barr cS: Co., "
C. C. Cameron, labor,
B. B. Otis,





A. E Wallace, supplies,
C:. E. Batchelder, "
L. P. Duncklee, labor,
































A. S. Eaton, tines, etc.,




A. J. Blood A: Co., supplies,
W. O. Flanders, lively,
J. Wilkins,
'•
W. C. Tolles, serv'ices,
H. A. Ballou, ser\-ices,
M. L. Hartwell, meals.
Pay roll,
Telephone Co., rent, etc.,
G. B. McQuesten, supplies,
W. H. Dinsmore, medical attendance,
Thomas Fortier. hunting for drowned
bov. ....
Bagley & Co., printing and supplies,
J. G. Blunt & Son, supplies,
W. O. Clough, associate justice to
April 1, ...
G. H. Brigham, supplies, .
Citv farm, garbage team,
J. H. Barker, printing,
H. M. Goodrich, supplies,
H. S. Norwell,
T. F. Adams, photograph cabinet,
W. H. Campbell, boxes,
C. T. Robinson, labor,
W. J. Bradley,
Nashua Light Co.,
J. H. Clark, supplies.
Cross & Tolles, lumber, •
$15
63
E. E. Chase, burying dogs,
Howard, French & Heald, supplies,
Greenwood & Whitmarsh, '"
N. E. Telephone,
J. H Hunt, livery,
J. A. Rowell, trucking,
L. Moumblow, policeman,
Nashua Lock & H'dw. Co., supplies
E. A. Carey, matron,
Jackman & Sexton, supplies,
D. W. Lakeman, injury to building,
Pennichuck Water Works, water,
Barr & Co., supplies.
Cotton & Co., "
E. F. Marsh, soap.
Woodward & Corey, supplies,
G. B. Fi-ench, services as justice,
B. S. Woods, supplies,
W. B. Walelin, "
Love 11 Arms Co., "
A. E. Gay, lamp,
R. M. Sawyer & Co., dynamite,
G. E. Balcom. ice,
A. C. Melendy, use of team,




V. C. Oilman, treasurer, 1-4 appro-
priation, 1890,











Nashua Light Co., light, repairs, etc.,
F. O. Ray, labor,
A. P. Kelsey and Light Co.,
Jackman & Sexton, chair.
$77 20
65
W. H. Beasom, mayor,
E. M. Bownan, city clerk,
VV. E. Spalding, city treasurer,
H. B. Burley, city engineer,
J. W. Ladd, city messenger,
N. Eaton, street commissioner,
W. O. Clough, associate justice,
A. S. Eaton, citv marshal, *
IN. X. Wlieeler, assistant marshal,
F. H. Morrill, clerk police court,
G. E. Danforth, clerk common coun
cil
C. VV". Hoitt, judge of police court,
C. J. Hamblett, citv solicitor,
H. W. Ramsdell, tax collector,
F. Whittemore, ex-tax collector,
M. H. Tierney, city physician an(
board of health,
A. T. Tyler, assistant marshal,
E. E. Chase, captain night watcli,




A. S. Eaton, board of health,
A. W. Shea. "
$60n
66










W. D. Roberts, labor,
E.J.Gibson, "
C. E. Batchelder, "
American Axe and Tool Co., tools,
A. E. Gay, labor and contract,
E. A. Terrill & Co., boots,
Nashua Boot & Shoe Co., boots,
C. Williams, supplies,
N. I. & B. F. Co., supplies,
Concord Foundry Co., grates and
traps,
C. B. Jackman & Son, labor,
J. D. Sullivan, labor,
S. D. Chandler, supplies,
B. &. M. R. R., freight,
L. P. Duncklee, labor,
J. Leddy & Co., brick,
G. A. Willard, labor,
H. D. Hanford, inspector,
Thomas Burns, labor,









Sexton & Hooper, supplies, . . $22 32
W. A. Lovering, " . . 33 02
B. S. Woods. " . . 283 89
Barker Bros., " . . 358 75
J. A. Fisher, " . . 14 75
A. T. Laton, coal, . . . 20 75
T. Sands, rent, . . 28 ()(>
E. Morse. " . . '5 oo
G. W. Howard, " . . 30 00
G. W. W'hittemore, " . . 216 00
I. N. Cummings, wood, . . 20 00
J. P. &. W. B. Cummings, wood, . 27 75
B. H. Cu-neron, milk, . . 10 40
J. Nash, board, . . 69 00
N. O. Farnsworth, " . . 124 (Kl
N. H. Fulsom, " . . 18 00
M. Brennan, " . . 176 66
J. Brennan,
"
. . 40 dO
G. H. Burbank, board of A. Pea-
body, 9 00
K. E. Prichard, M. D., services, . 20 00
W. B. Wakelin, supplies, . 14 67
Lavoie & Charpentier, " . 18 22
Molloy Bros., " . 89 10
C. Sullivan, " . . 39 <i0
D. H. Sullivan, " . 4 84
I. Robbins, " . 2 40
L. A. Terrill «& Co., " • . 5 60
L. Foisie, " . 588 83
Morin & Lucier, " . 59 01
J. G. Blunt & Son, " . 184 <iO
G. Verder, " . 31 18
E. D. Flanders, " . 60 00
Lucier & Perrault, " . 2 15
H. S. Norwell, " . 5 24
H. F. Dane, " . 5 25




J. M. Fletcher, rent . . . $82 00
J. J. Doyle, "... 24 <;0
J. W. Blood, taking Balchjto asylum, 25




E. H. Everett, moderator, 1890,
A. J. Hutchins,
" "





A. E. Larivee, "
Fred Watkins, ward room,
G. B. McQuesten, rent of hall, 1890,
" " 1891,
St. Jean Baptiste Society, rent ward
room.
City Missions, rent ward room
F. W. Burnham, ballot oox,
C. R. Wood, stationery,
I. N. Cummings, wood,







Nashua Light Co., light,
J. E. Tolles clerk, salary, etc.,
F. V. Marshall, incidentals,
Fred Watkins, janitor,
J. Barny. janitor, evening schools,
E. E. Chase, teaming,
G. A. Wason & Co.,
A. C. Austin, mimeograph, etc.,
Pennichuck Water Works, water,
F. H. Taylor, lighting,
Gregg & Son, labor and supplies,
C B. Jackman & Son, labor and sup
plies,
W. O. Gaskell, incidentals,
S. N. Barker,
Howard, French & Heald, supplies
J. F. Gilfoile, painting, .
N. Batchelder, labor,
VVoodward & Corv, supplies,
W. D. Roberts, teaming,
I. N. Cummings, wood, .
J. P. Cummings, ^
J. L. H. Marshall, " .
G. A. Macabe, lettering,
J. R. rarnum, labor,
A. Gay & Co., "
F. O. Ray, labor and supplies
H. R. Wheeler, printing,
W. A. Cummings, music and
plies,
N. S. Whitman, supplies,





































D. J. Harris, labor,
American Express Co., express.
Marsh's Express, express,
Isaac Walker, supplies,
Morgan & Morgan, labor,
G. W. B?dger, painting, etc.,
J. Hale, labor, etc.,
Nashua Lock & Hardware Co., sup
plies, ....
Barr & Co., supplies.
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
W. H. Campbell & Co., painting,
L. A. Terrill & Co., supplies,
Barry & Vickery, coal,
L. A. Farley, supplies,
Marden & Mygatt, supplies.
O. VV. Reed, labor,
J. J. Crawford & Son, labor,
L. E. Gould, labor,
J. Wallace,
"
Gazette Press Co., printing,
W. J. Bradley, jobbing,
Lee & Shepard, supplies.
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn, sup-
plies, .....
W. Ware & Co., supplies,
Prang Educational Co.,
Educational Supply Co.,
Boston School Supply C'o.,
D. C. Heath & Co.,
"
Ginn & Co.,
Houghton, Mifflin & Co..
Silver, Burdette & Co.,
A. Jambard, janitor,
J. A. Sanders, labor,
Urquhart & Co., labor, .
$1H
70
Nashua post office, stamps and en
velopes,
Nashua Co-operative Foundry, labor
E S. Valcour, labor,
E.W.Clark,
C. W. Atwood, "
C. A. Voter, supplies,
W. H. Cooley, ventilators,
American Book Co., supplies
American Pub. Co., "•
J. L. Hammett,
"
Thompson, Brown & Co., supplies,
G. S. Berry,






B. B. Otis, labor,




C. M. Morse, supplies,
M. V. B. Greene, supplies,
R. T. Smith & Co., supplies,
G. A. Willard, labor, .
G. Phelps & Son, coal, .
C. J. Ober. supplies,
F. S. Sticknev, labor,
G. E. Law, "
Eldredge & Bro., supplies,
Allyn & Bacon, "
Effingham, Maynard& Co., supplies
N. C. Ingalls, filling diplomas
Carter, Rice & Co., supplies,
C. T. Robinson, labor,
22
re
Ashley & Lund, labor,
J. T. kobbins, "
A. E. Sanderson, ^
\\ . A. Carrie & Co., diplomas,
Smead VV. & V. Co., linings, lur.,
Telegraph Publishing Co., printing
etc., ....
L. Tibbetts, use of well,
W. O. Gaskell, incidentals,
F. R. Webster, labor,
E. Parmenter, cleaning,
Mis. Splan, "
Nashua Coal Co., coal,
Nashua Card and Glazed Paper Co
svipplies.
Temple & Beard, trees,
H. S. Norwell, ribbon, .
Mason & Hamlin Co., piano, .
J. C. Moody, express buying piano,
L. P. Duncklee, labor,
Wilkinson & Co., supplies,
W. P. Adams, '•
Gould & Clark, "
Vital Chalifcux. janitor, .
G. A. Messer, labor,
J. H. Hunt, livery,
A. J. Blood & Co., supplies,
J. A. Hamilton, labor,
Al. C. Barker.
A. S. Powers, "
Underbill Ink Co.. ink.
Frost & Adams, supplies,
G. W. Harris, sprinkling,
C. W. Bordeen. supplies,
Putnam & Sons, ''
C. E. Jaquith, "
G. N. Trowbridge, ventilators,







City bonds issued Jan. 2, 1865, paya-
ble 1895 $2,000 00
City note issued Oct. 27, 1866, paya-
ble 1896, .... 8,000 00
City note issued Nov. 23, 1866, paya-
ble 1895, .... 12,500 00
City bonds issued Aug. 1, 1870, paya-
ble 1893, . . . . 4,500 00
City bonds issued July 1, 1872, paya-
ble 1892, .... 15,000 00
City bonds issued July 1, 1872, paya-
ble 1892, .... 170,500 00
City bonds issued July 1, 1876, paya-
ble 1901, .... 75,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued Aug. 1, 1889,
payable 1899, .... 5,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued Aug. 1, 1889,
payable 1904, .... 10,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued Aug. 1, 1889,
payable 1909, .... 10,<'00 00
City note issued Sept. 1, 1889, paya-
ble 1894, . . . " . 6,000 00
City note issued Sept. 1, 1889, paya-
ble 1905 6,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued June 1, 1891,
payable 1911, . . . 40,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued June 1, 1891,
payable 1912, . .' . 40,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued June 1, 1891,
payable 1913, . . . 40,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued June 1, 1891,
payable 1914, \ . . 40,000 00
City bonds, 4's, issued June 1, 1891,
" payable 1915, . . . 40,000 00
$524,500 GO




Six per cent, demand note, custodian
'^Noyes prize medal fund," . $1, ()()() 00
Interest on above, . . . 30 ()0
Demand note, custodian Mary A.
Crowley bequest, issued Sept.
20, 1887, .... 300 00
Demand note, custodian E. W. Up-
ham bequest, issued Dec. 12,
1890 100 00
Demand note, custodian Joseph
Knowlton bequest, issued vSept.
9, 1891 100 00
City note, issued Dec. 12, 1891, pay-
"
able April 12, 1892, at 4 1-4 per
cent., 81,(100 0"
City note, issued Dec. 16, 1891, pay-
able Dec. 16, 1892, at 4 1-4 per
cent., 21,000 00
Unpaid pills, .... 20,000 00
$73,530 OU
ASSETS.
Amount in hands of Trustees of the
Sinxing Fund, including interest
on the same to Jan. 1, 1892, to
be used for liquidation of debt by
loan to railroads, . . . $198,082 72
Uncollected taxes for 1890, . . 3,640 33
" " " 1891, . . 21,115 63
Cash in treasury, Jan. 1, 1892, . 3,234 99
$226,073 67
80
To^al city debt $607,450 6(1
Assets, 226,073 67
Net city debt, .... $881,376 98
ESTIMATE VALUE OF CITY PROPERTY.
City Hall Building and lot, . . $41, 00 no
County Building and lot, . . 25,0(0 nO
City Farm and buildings, . . 12.5i>0 OO
City Hospital and furniture, . . l,5i () 00
North Common, .... 10,000 ''O
South Common, .... lo,coo 00
Land, Arlington street, . , . 3,n(;o Oo
J. Thornton Greeley faiiii, . . 4,-^10 00
Engine house and ctables, Olive St., .'4,500 0(1
Heating apparatus, furniture and fix-
tures. City Hall building, . 5,000 00
Furniture, fixtures. County building, 500 (lO
Personal property at Citv Farm, . 9,449 16
Property in hands of fire department,
as per Chief Engmeer's repoit, 41,70(1 00
Horses, carts, harnesses, blankets, . 5,000 00
Property in hands of City Engineer, 750 On
Highv^^ay tools, .... 1,100 Oo
Watering troughs and fountains, . 6' 00
Property in hands of police depart-
ment, 1,<'00 00
Police Station, .... 32,000 00
Engine House Arlington Street, . 7,000 Oo
$24(i,099 16
SCHOOL HOUSES.
District No. 1, Lowell road, . . $1,-J(I0 0(»
•' " 2, '> '' . . i,<m;io 00





District No. 3, Main street,
" "3, East Pearl street,
" " 3, Palm street,
" " 3, Mulberry street,
" " 3, Lake street,
" " 3, Edgeville,
" "4, Belvidere,
" "5, Chandler street,
" "5, Mt. Pleasant,
'' "6, Amherst road,
" " 7, Hollis road,
" "9, Dunstable road,
" '• 11, "
Apparatus and furniture,
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To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Councils of the City
of Nashua :
Gentlemen :—We, the undersigned, Fire Commissioners of
Nashua, respectfully submit the first annual report of the Fire
Department of the City of Nashua for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1891.
FIRES AND ALARMS, 1891.
The department has responded to forty-two alarms ; subjoined
are the details
:
Total value of property destroyed, . . • $39,108 00
Insurance on property damaged, . . . 18,065 00
$21,043 00
Jan. 4 : Box 16, 9 :30 a. m. Wood frame house owned by
H. M. Goodrich and occupied by W. A. Hancock. Loss on
building, $60 ; insurance paid, $60 ; loss on contents, $93 ; in-
surance paid, $93. Cause of fire, gas jet.
Jan. 9 : Box 17, 10 :40 a. m. Wood frame house owned by
John Ban- and occupied by Bert DeWolfe. Damage on building,
$35 ; insurance paid, $35. Cause of fire, thawing out water
pipe.
84
Jan. 17: Alixecl alarm, 12:40 a. m. Caused by tampering
with the alarm box. A. L. Wood caught and fined $125.
Feb. H : Still alarm, 9 :3() a. m. Wood frame house on High
street. Cause of fire, chimney; no loss.
March 9: Still alarm, 10:80 a. m. Wood frame house on
Temple street, owned by Charles Williams and occupied by
Calvin Wheeler. Loss on building, $20 ; insurance paid, $-0.
April 11 : Still alarm, 10:05 p. m. Alarm unnecessary. No
loss.
April 14: Still alarm, 1 p. m. Brush on Granite street. No
loss.
April 19: Still alarm, 6 p. m. Brush fire on Ledge street.
Detail sent out of five men. No loss.
April 20 : Box 71, 8:20 p. m. Wood frame house on Pine
street owned by P. McLaughlin and occupied by Archie Dom-
boise. Loss on building, $15; insurance paid, $15; no loss on
•contents. Cause, boy and matches.
Aril 28: Box 92, 1 :oO a. m. Caused by fire in woods. De-
tail sent out of sixteen men. No loss.
April 28 : Box 92, o:oU p. m. Caused by fire in woods. De-
tail ol sixteen men sent out. Loss, $250; insurance paid, $175.
April 28 : Still alarm, 8 :45 p. m. Caused by fire in the woods.
Detail of sixteen men sent out. Loss, $500; insurance paid,
.$175.
April 29 : 3 :20 p. m. vStill alarm. Caused by the fire in the
'woods. Detail of six men sent out. No loss.
April 30 : 12 :15 p. m. Box 92. Caused by fire in old timber
from Beasom block on Summer street. Loss $10. No insur-
ance.
May 14: Box 88, 5:40 p. m. Wood frame house on Warren
street, owned by Charles Finning and occupied by Fred Stone.
Loss on building, $15; insurance paid, $15. Loss on contents,
$20. No insurance.
May 20: Still alarm, 9:15 p. m. Fire in the woods. Detail
of four men sent out. No loss.
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June 12 : Box 27, 2 : In p. m. Caused by fire in brick block on
Lowell sti'eet owned and occupied by Invalid Furniture Corn-
pan}'. No loss. Cause, pine strips laid across steam pipe.
June 16: 10:15 a. m. Brush fire near Driving Park. Detail
sent out. No loss.
June 28: 11:55 a, m. Box 46. Caused by fire in brick
building owned and occupied by the White Mountain Freezer
Company. Loss on building, $40 ; insurance paid, $4n. Caused
by spark from furnace.
July 15: 5:20 p. m. Still alarm, telephone call to Balcom's
ice house, the chemical sent out. Alarm unnecessary. .
July 17 : Box 71, 1 :25 p. m. Caused by fire in the wood
frame house on Hollis street, owned by G. A. Watson and oc-
cupied by Prosper Godeatte. Damage to building, $25 ; insur-
ance paid, $25 ; damage on contents, $80 ; no insurance. Caused
by candle setting fire to draperies.
July 23 : Box 72, 10 :05 a. m. Chimnev fire. Alarm unne-
cessary. No loss.
July 28: Still alarm, 10:15 a. m. Caused bv slight fire on
Main street bridge. The chemical responded. Cause, cigar
stub.
Aug. 17 : Box 45, 10 :oO p. m. Caused by slight fire in brick
building, owned and occupied by D. A. Gregg & Son as a store
house and glazing room. No loss. Caused by spontaneous
combustion.
Aug. 31 : Box 67, 6 :30 p. m. Caused by five in wood frame
building, owned and occupied by C'harles Wilters. Loss, $500
;
insurance paid, $500; loss on contents, $100; no insurance.
Cause of fire, defective chimney.
Sept. 8: Box 16, 1:25 a. m. Caused by fire in wood frame
building, owned and occupied by A. A. Davis as a marble,
granite and undertaking rooms. The wood stairway of building
owned by Greely heirs slightly damaged. Davis' loss on build-
ing, $200 ;i nsurance paid, $200 ; loss on contents, $220 ; insurance
paid, $220 ;--'Greely heirs' loss^Jon stair way, $50 ; insurance [-..id,
$50. Cause incendiary.
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Sept. 13 : Box 68, 7 :"23 p. m. Caused by slight fire in wood
frame house, owned by Jackson Co., and occupied by Charles
Whitney. Alarm unnecessary. No loss.
Sept. 17 : Box 23, 11 :40 p. m. Caused by fire in wood frame
house owned and occupied by L. D. Blood as a dwelling house.
Damage to|building, $329 ; insurance paid, $329 ; damage to con-
tents, $110; insurance paid, $110. Cause, oil stove.
Sept. 23 : Box 84, 10 :10 p. m. Caused by fire in brick build-
ing owned by heirs of J. L. Noyes and occupied by C. E. Jac-
quith, books and stationary and F. A. McMaster, bicycles, etc.
Damage to building, $44 ; insurance paid. $44 ; C. E. Jacquith's
loss on stock, $800 ; insurance paid, $800 ; F. A. McMaster,
damage to stock, $241.45; insurance paid, $241.45. Cause,
spontaneous combustion.
Oct. 8: Still alarm, 5:15 p. m. Caused by slight fire in the
woods on Shattuck street. No loss.
Oct. 20: Box 18, 7 p. m. Caused by fire in wood frame
building, owned by L. F. Locke and occupied by FoUett & Ful-
lonton as a store house. L. F. Locke's loss on building, $300
;
no insurance; Follett & Fuilonton's loss on contents, $350, no
insurance. Cause incendiary.
Oct. 20: Still alarm, 8:30 p. m. Call to place of last alarm,
chemical responded. Alarm unnecessary.
Nov. 4: Box 16, 11 :52 p. m. Caused by fire in wood frame
building owned and occupied by L. F. Locke as a stable. Dam-
age to stable, $300; insurance paid, $200; damage to contents,
$200. No insurance. Cause incendiary.
Nov. 6: Still alarm, 6 a. -v. Caused by chemney fire. No loss.
Nov. 25 : Box 87, 8 :45 p. m. Caused by fire in wood frame
building, owned by F. H. Ayer and occupied by Guilbert Mar-
cotte. Loss on building, $100 ; insurance paid, $100 ; loss on
contents, $100; no insurance. Cause defective chimnev._
Nov. 29 : Still alarm, 3 :30 p. m. Caused by fire in wood
frame house owned by Mrs. Mosher and occupied by Mrs.
Brisbine as a private school. Damage to building, $1(); insur-
ance paid, $16. Cause, over heated furnace.
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Dec 21 : Still alarm, s :40 p. m. Caused bv chimnev fire.
No loss.
Dec. 24: Box IS, ,s :(!.) p. ni. Caused by overturning kerosene
lamp. Alarm unnecessary.
Dec. 211 : Box .S4, 7 :2U p. m. Caused bv fire in wood frame
building, owned by T. H. Keegan as a furniture store. Dam-
age slight. Cause, incendiarv.
Dec. .'>] : Box 411. s :2."). Caused by chimnev fire. Alarm un-
necessary.
Dec. ;^1 : 11 :;');') p. m. The department was called out at
11 :;);') p. in. by alarm from box 17 caused by fire in wood frame
building, owned by J. W. Howai'd and occupied bv Howard,
French & Heald, a second alarm followed from box IS as the
lire had spread to the building owned by E. P. Howard and oc-
cupied bv McQiiesten & Co , as a grain store. J. W. How-
ard's loss on building, $11,000; insiuance paid, $8,600; How-
ard, French & Heald's loss on stock, $13,800 ; insurance paid,
$18,800; E. P. Howard's loss on building, $4,100; insurance
paid, $600; McQiiesten & Co.'s loss on stock, $2,400 ; insur-
ance paid, $2,400. Cause of fire, incendiary. The wood frame
house of D. Lakeman. damaged $2'.)0 ; insurance paid, $290; R.
Fitzgerald's loss, $2.'> ; insurance paid, $2.5.
APPARATUS AND HOSE.
The apparatus consists of three Amoskeag steam fire engines,
three one-horse hose carriages, carrying 1,000 feet of fabric hose
each, one four-wheeled hand hose carriage, carrying 600 feet, two
hook and lad'ler trucks, one Babcock chemical engine. All are
in good condition with the exception of the hose carriages of
steamers 2 and 3 which will have to be replaced by new ones
this year. There is at present 7,500 feet of fabric hose, all of
which is in good condition.
PURCHASES.
There has been purchased during tiie year a new pair of swing
harnesses for hook and ladder truck, a new snap breastplate for
Hose No. 2, a new wagon and snap harness for fire alarm de-
partment. There was purchased the first of the year by com
mittee on fire department a new Abbott-Downing hook and
ladder truck, with latest improved equipments, at a cost of
$],900. This truck was put in commission in Jul}" by com-
missioners.
MANUAL FORCE.
The department consists of chief engineer, four assistant en-
gineers, fourteen members each of Steamers No. 1 and No. 2,
five members of Chemical No. 1, twelve members of Penni-
chuck Hose Co. No. 1, twelve members of Belvidere Hose Co.
No. 2, eighteen members of Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1.
PERMANENT FORCE.
George O. Osborn, Chief Engineer.
George Hidden, Driver, Chemical.
L. A. Hamilton, Engineer, Chemical.
Paul Hysette, Driver, Steamer No. 1.
Fred H. Holden, Driver, Steamer Hose No. 1.
Chas. E. Farnsworth, Driver, Steamer No. 2.
Alvin E. Hobart, Driver, Steamer Hose No. 2.
B. E. Hairis, Driver, Pennichuck Hose No. 1.
John H. Kilbride, Driver, Hook and Ladder No. I.
Frank P. Sanborn, Substitute Driver.
HYDRANTS AND RESERVOIRS.
There are at present 131 hydrants. Of this number the city
owns 99 and the Pennichuck Water Co. 32. There are also 17
reservoirs, the city owning two and the Pennichuck Water Co.
15. The city owns two fire stations, Pearson's avenue, supplied
from river, Factory street, head of Chestnut, supplied from




Abbot street, junction of Manchester.
Abbot square.
Auburn street, front of No. 9.
Amherst street, opposite Vernon.
" " " Bruce.
" " " Mitchell.
" " corner of Abbot.
Broad street, front of No. 2, opposite Hatch's mill.
Franklin street, coiner of Front.
" " " Charles.
Fletcher street, corner of Beard.
Fairmount street, corner of Dunlap's house.
Merrimack street, corner of Amherst.
Manchester street, corner of Courtlandt.
Stark square.
Courtland, corner of Webster.
Franklin, corner of Main.
WARD TWO.
Concord street, corner of Stark.
" ' front of Norton's house.
Cross street, corner of Canal.
Granite street, corner of Summer.
Lock street, corner of Granite.
" " " Cross.
" " opposite Salem.
Orange street, corner of Canal.
Railroad square.
Berkley, between Stark and Courtland.
Lock, junction of Lowell.
Concord, opposite No. '.).">.
Cross, corner of Summer. #
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WARD THREE.
Amorv street, comer of Bridge.
Belknap street.
Bridge street, opposite Jackson.
Chandler street, corner of Canal.
Crown street, comer of Chase.
East Hollis street, comer of Chase.
" •• opposite No. 131.
Lock street, corner of Chandler.
Sanders street, north end.
Tolles street, comer of Whitney.
" '• opposite Shattuck.
Warren street, comer of Bridge.
Jackson avenue, corner of Chandler.
Jackson avenue.
WARD FOUR.
East Pearl street, corner of Cottage.
•' " •• South.
Main street, opposite High.
'• front of Cit}' Hall.
Olive street, corner of Church.
Park street, corner of Main.
Pearson's avenue, east end.
,
Temple street, corner of Scripture.
Temple street, head of Spring.
Worcester street, corner of Howard.
Church street, corner of Cottage.
Temple street, comer of Worthen.
" " " Temple place.
Pearson's avenue, corner of Main.
Pearl corner of Spring.
WARD FIVE.
Factors- street. opposite Washington.
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Pactory street, opposite Mechanic.
" " corner of Harrison.
School street, corner of Hig^h.
Water street, east of Mechanic.
" '• Washington.
" west of Washington.
WARD SIX.
Ehn street, opposite theatre.
Kinsley street, corner of Vine.
" corner of Elm.
Ledge street, corner of Pine.
Mulberry street, opposite Maple.
Palm street, corner of Central.
Vine street, corner of Pearl.
Walnut street, opposite Pleasant.
West Hollis street, corner of Hanover.
" " " Pine.
" " " Vine.
" " " Beech.
West Pearl, corner of Elm.
Wahiut.
Three between Pearl and Hollis on Chestnut.
Hollis street, opposite cemetery.
Garden street, corner Pearl.
Pine street at school house.
Palm street, near shoe sliop.
Walnut, corner of Kinsley.
WAKO SE\EX.
Arlington street, south of No. ['2.
Arlington street, at No. .)4.
AUds street, near school house.
Bowers street, corner of Allds.
Bowers street, corner of Dearborn.
Crown street, front of Noyes' house.
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East Hollis street, corner of Main.
" " front of Whitney's shop.
" " opposite Qiiincy.
" " corner of Harbor avenue.
" "• front of Proctor Bros.' shop.
" " "• P'reezer Co.'s shop
Harbor avenue, opposite Otterson.
Harbor avenue, corner of Prospect.
Holmes street, corner of Foundry.
Main street, opposite Kinsley.
Main street, corner of Otterson.
Marshall street, north of Acton railroad.
McKean street, corner of Newbury.
Prospect stree^, corner of Dearborn.
Qiiincy street, head of Foundry.
Spring street, opposite Eldridge.
Worcester street, corner of Mason.
Hollis street, corner of Denton.
Spalding street, opposite shoe factory.
Qiiincy street, near W. & N. railroad
WARD EIGHT.
Chestnut street, corner of Nevada.
Kinsley street, corner of Pine.
Lake street, west of Hunt.
."• at entrance to trotting park.
" corner of Vine.
Main street, opposite Lake.
" '' Allds.
"• corner of Russell avenue.
Middle street, north end.
Palm street, front of No. '.)8.
Main street, front of J. L. H. Marshall's.
Kinsley street, corner of Hanover.
Union street, corner of Otterson.
Main street, at Salmon Brook.
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LOCATION OF RESERVOIRS.
Locust street, junction of Winter.
Amherst street, head of Auburn.
Concord street, head of Rural.
Orange square.
Summer street, crossing North Pine.
North Central, crossing Cross.
Bridge street, school house yard.
Arlington street, corner of South Auburn.
East Hollis street, crossing Allds.
" " head of Quincy.
Main street, head of Prospect.
" crossing Pearl.
Pine sti-eet, rear of shoe shoe.
Temple street, corner of Main.
"' " crossing Cottage.
Factory street, head of Chestnut, supplied from Nashua Man-
ufacturing Co.'s canal.
Fire station, Pearson's avenue, supplied from river.
FIRE AI-ARM TELEGRAPH.
This branch of the service is in good condition. There have
been three new boxes added, a total of 38 boxes now in service.
There have been three miles of No. 9 iron wire strung, in place
of No. 14 copper, which was taken out.
LOCATION OF FIRE ALARM BOXES.
No. 16—Corner Clinton street, Railroad square. Keys at
Reed's market, Laton House, Flanders' stable and on box.
No. IS. Locust, corner of Winter street. Keys at W. S.
Jackman's, 13 Locust street, Allen Wilson's, coi^ner Franklin
and Locust streets, and Isaac Eaton & Son's Shuttle works,
Charles street.
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No. IS'—Amherst, corner of Merrimack street. Keys at Joshua-
Hunt's, 37 Amherst street, Howard, French & Heald's shop,
and Brewer's house, corner Amherst and Merrimack streets.
No. 21—Junction Manchester and Merrimack streets. Keys
on box and at Granite State Laundry.
No. 23—Amherst, opposite Common. Keys at Joseph
Kennedy's, and E. P. Banks', opposite box.
No. 24. Stark square. Keys at Luke Farley's, corner Con-
cord and Orange streets, and H. P. Armington's, corner Grange
and Concord.
No. 25—Concord street, corner Courtland. Keys on box,
and at E. O. Wood's, .59 Concord street.
No. 27—Orange square. Keys on box and at D. M. Smith's,
corner Orange and Lock streets, and Crosby Invalid Furniture
Co.'s shop, Lowell street.
No. 31—Cross, corner Canal street. Keys at W. H. Atwood's,
corner Canal and Cross streets, B. & L. R. R. shop, M. F.
Sprague, corner Cross and North Central streets.
No. 34—North Central, corner North Elm street. Key at D.
B. Leazott's store, North Elm street.
No. 35 Jackson Co.'s counting room. Key at office.
No. 38—Bridge, corner Jackson. Keys at G. B. McQuesten's
store, and G. B. McQuesten's house, 47 Bridge street, and at
Concord freight depot.
No. 42—Crown, corner Denton street. Keys at Gregg &
Son's shop, Flather's machine shop, Glen house, Denton street.
No. 43—Edgeville Tool Co.'s yard. Key at office.
No. 46—East Hollis street, opp. Proctor Brothers' shop.
Keys at Freezer Co.'s office and Proctor Bros.' shop.
No. 49—Temple street, opp. Nashua Iron Foundry, key at
office and Taber's house.
No. 52—Tyler street, east end of Plate Mill. Key at Iron
and Steel Co.'s office.
No. 53—Quincy street, opp. Cross & Tolles' shop. Key at
Cross & Tolles' office, Nashua Iron and Steel Co.'s office,
Nashua Lock Co.'s office.
No. 57—East Hollis, corner Main street. Key on box and at
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W. A. Trac3's, corner Main and Hollis street, B. & M. freight
office, and J. W. Clark's store, Main street.
No. 61— Bowery, corner Main street. Key at J. M. Fletcher's
office. Bowery street, Mrs. Sullivan's house, Main street, and in
store opp. box.
No. 64—Main street, opp. Vale Mills. Key on box, at Chas.
Morrill's house, Main street, and John \"ickery's house. Lake
street.
No. 65—Main street, opp. Lincoln avenue. Keys at T.
Ryan's, opp. box, and J. G. Combs'.
No. 68—Chestnut, corner Kinsley street. Keys at Geo.
Anderson's house, and 32 Kinsley street, opp. box.
No. 69—Kinsley, corner Pine street. Keys at horse car
stable, and Geo. Balcom's barn, Kinsley street.
No. 71—Palm sti'eet, corner shoe shop. Keys at shoe shop
office and J. L. Thompson's house, Palm street.
No. 72—Pine, corner Ledge street. Keys at A. Lagree's
store, opp. box, and Shea's house, corner Pine and South
Central streets.
No. 73—Hollis, corner Hanover street. Keys at 95 and 100
Hollis street.
No. 74—Basin street. Key at Nashua Manufacturing Co.'s
office, and at boarding house. No. 10 Vine street.
No. 78—Chestnut, corner South Central street. Keys at
Blunt's store, P. J. Flahert\''s house, corner South Central and
Chestnut streets, J. Watson's Pump shop, and G. H. Whitneys'
house, 57 Walnut street.
No. 81—Pearl, corner Elm street. Key on box and at A.
J. Blood's store, Tremont livery stable office, Pearl street.
No. 84—Main, foot of High street. Key on box and at
Lovering's drug store. Main street.
No. 87—Factory, corner Washington street. Keys at C. R.
Pease's store, Mrs. Wheeler's, Factory street, Nashua Bobbin &
Shuttle Co.'s office. Water street.
No. 91—Temple, corner Cottage street. Key on box and at
F. B. Goodhue's, 40 Temple street.
No. 92—Engine House. Key in house.
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No. 94—Main, corner Park street. Key on box, and at C. H.
Nutt's store, and Isaiah Robbins, Jv.'s, Water street.
No. 97, Nashua Card and Ghxzed Paper Co. Key on box.
No. 67—Corner Lake and Vine streets.
No. 45—Arlington, corner VViUiams street.
Also key will be found in the hands of all regular police.
INSTRUCTIONS TO KEY HOLDERS AND CITIZENS.
1. Upon the discovery of a fire, go to the nearest box to the
fire, unlock the box, pull down the hook as far as it will go and
then let go ; shut the door ; do not try to remove the key, as
it is locked in, and can only be removed by one of tlie engineers,
who will, as soon as con\ enient, release and return it.
2. All persons giving fire alarms should remain awhile, if
possible, by the box, so as to direct the firemen to the fire.
3. No person will give an alarm for the same fire after the
first alarm has been given, without an order from an engineer or
the oflicer in command, and the person so ordered will be sure
to go to the same box from which the first alarm wag given, and
report the same to the Chief Engineer.
4. Never signal for a fire seen at a distance. Never touch
the box except to give an alarm of fire. Don't give an alarm
for a chimney fire.
5. Never let the key go out of your possession unless called
for by the Chief Engineer. If you change your residence or
place of business where the keys are kept, return the keys to
the saine officer.
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ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROPERTY
Torrent Steamer and Hose Carnage,
Niagara " " "
Indian Head " " ''
New Hook & Ladder Truck, "
Old " " " "
Pennichuck Hose Carriage, "







99 Hydrants, 2 reservoirs,
12 Horses and blankets, .
Harnesses,
Carts and t-leds,
Engine house and stables, centra
station, .






















It is the unanimous opinion ot the Board of Fire Commis-
sioners that an engine house be erected at the north end, the
coming year, as that section is very hard to reach with the
apparatus, owing to so long a run and hard pull from central
station. This section is growing very fast with fine residences,




Ten months having elapsed since the Fire Commission went
into effect, and this our first annual report, we trust that the
citizens of Nashua will excuse all errors we have made, as the
first year of any new organization is the most trying one, and
we trust the coming year will be one of the most prosperous in
the history of the Department, and we ask the tax-payers to
help us place the Nashua Fire Department second to none.
To his honor, the Mayor, and City Councils, we desire to
express our thanks for the kindly interest you have at all times
manifested in the welfare of this Department. To the officers
and members of the Department, for the prompt and faithful
manner in which they have performed all duties assigned them,
we tender our sincere thanks and appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
CHAS. H. WHITNEY, Chairman,
QUINCY A. WOODWARD,






CHAS. W. HOITT, Justice.
WM. O. CLOUGH, Associate Justice.
FRED H. MORRILL, Clerk.
CHAS. J. HAMBLETT, City Solicitor.
OFFICERS.
A. S. EATON, City Marshal.
*A. T. TYLER, Deputy Marshal.
fN. N. WHEELER, Deputy Marshal.
















CALVIN T. ROBINSON, *HERBERr MASTIC,
EDWARD CLARK, +ALFRED JELLEY,
CHARLES C. CAMERON, Turnkey.
Resigned. t Promoted. ^Discharged.
CITY MARSHAL'S REPORT.
City Marshal's Office,
Nashua, N. H., Dec 31, 1891.
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen :
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit to you the annual
report of the Police Department for the year ending Dec. 31,
1891, showing the strength and condition of the force, which
at this time consists of seventeen men as set forth on preceod-
ing page.
Two officers resigned and one was dropped durmg the year
as follows: Albert T. Tyler, deputy marshal, ?nd Herbert Mastic
resigned, and Alfred Jelley was discharged by on!er of your Hon-
orable Board for the accidental shooting of the daughter of Han-
son E. Tibbetts, after a full and impartial hearing by the Commit-
tee on Police, and C. H. Buell, special officer, was detailed to run
his beat for the remainder of the year. Owing to the increase
and growth on Concord Street and new streets leading from
Concord street to Manchester street, it was thought best for the
protection of the citizens in that neighborhood to increase the
force, and by consent of the Mayor and Committee on Police, I
detailed John A. Extroni to patrol that part of the city. Owing
to the rapid growth of our beautiful city, I liave been compelled
to draw considerable from the special force, especially on Satur-
day nights and Sunday ; and I would recommend the increase of
the regular force to at If-ast twenty-one, as I believe it will be a
great saving in the exj-ense of the Police Department, as it
would save employing so many special officers. One regular
officer, clothed with auti crity and having a certain beat to patrol,
can preserve better ord i and decorum than any special officer
can where he is only on or one night, now and then, as it is im-
possible for him to lean, the ins and outs where he does so little
duty during the year.
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ARRESTS.
Arrests, males, . •
-Arrests, females,






























Keeping Malt Liquor for sale,
Keeping Spirituous Liquor for sale,
Keeping open Sunday,















































Tampering with Fire x\larm.
Taking Flowers from Graves,
Selling Goods without License,
Truants, ....
Tramps, ....




































Paid Fine and Cost,
Sentence Suspended by the Court,
Complaints not Sustained,
Furnished Bonds to appear at Court,








Committed to City House of Correction,
Committed to County Jail,
Committed to State Industrial School,
Permission to leave the City,
Escaped Prisoners Returned,
Furnished Bonds to keep the Peace,
Complaints placed on File,
Nol Pros'd, ....
Committed to County House of Correction at
Chester, ....
Suspended by paying Costs,














Whole number of persons furnished with food and
lodging, 1,609
PROPERTY STOLEN AND RECOVERED.
Amount of property reported stolen.





Disturbances quelled without arrest.
Dogs killed, ....
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners.
Dangerous sidewalks reported,
Dangerous streets.
Nuisances abated, . • •
Fires extinguished without alarm,
Fires discovered and alarms given,















Obstructions removed from streets,
Obstructions removed from sidewalks,
Stores found open and secured.






AMOUNT OF FINES AND COSTS.
Amount of tines and costs imposed by Police Justice,
etc.,
'
. '. $7,592 51
Less amount paid to witnesses and other expenses, ' 843 62
Balance paid to City Treasurer, . . • $6,748 89
Amount of properly on hand and in the hands of the
Police Officers, $1,51)0 UO
A large amount of business is required and performed by the
Police Department, that is impossible to be shown in quarterly
reports. The last year has been unusually quiet as regards
crirrie. No serious outbreaks have occurred to mar the peace
and prosperity of the city, such as strikes and lockouts, and the
police have been vigilant, and out of one hundred and fifteen
cases of burglary, robbery and larceny reported at this office, one
hundred and five have been arrested and punished by fine or
imprisonment, which speaks louder than wor(1s for the efficiency
of the force. As in former years under the no-license law, a
deteimined effort has been made to suppress the illegal sale of
intoxicating liquors, especially on the Lord's day. To obtain
evidence is very difficult, as the illegal sale of liquois on Sunday
is made in what we term kitchen bar-rooms, and good citizens
who would willingly help the officers and assist in ferreting out
crime, decline to make any disclosures in regard to the Sunday
sale of liquor for fear of being obliged to come into court and
testify against their neighbors.
Special pains have been taken to render the fire department
every assistance possible, and I have detailed two special police
officers, whose duty it is to attend all fires and alarms, and on
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arriving at the fire to report at once to the Chief of the Fire
Departmenl, and guard and protect any and all property, and to
perform any other duty the Chief orders them to.
DISCrPI.INE.
It has been my desire to place the force, on as good a footing
as possible for one of its size. The only way to do this is to
have discipline and require the men to live up to the rules and
regulations of the department if it does look like red tape
To-day I feel proud of the efHciency which the force has
attained, and I am satisfit-d with the zeal and discretion used bv
them in dealing with the varied interests with which thev ;ire
officially brought in contact. The lack of complaints attend to
show the efficiency and sobriety of the force. We have received
valuable assistance from the Police Departments of other cities
and have always been ready and willing to extend the same
courtesy.
POLICE MATRON.
This department has been looked after very carefully and
efficiently by the present matron, Mrs. Eli/a Carv, who takes a
great interest in her work of caring for uiifortun;ite women.
She always has a kind word and good advice for them, and I
believe she has been the means of more than one changing her
downward course and leading a new life.
We moved into the new Police Station in April and have a
Station now second to none and one that every tax-payer and
citizen may well feel proud of.
In closing, I have simply to say that I have endeavored to dis-
charge the duties of the office faithfully, economically and im-
partially. I would remember his honor, Mayor Beasom, whose
counsel in the duties of this office has been of great value, mem-
bers of the Citv Council and Committee on Police, for their
confidence and co-operation and the Deputy Marshal, Captain
and Inspector and all the rank and file of the department who
.
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have so ably assisted me, and tender to each and all my hearty
thanks. I also extend my heartfelt thanks to City Solicitor C.
J. Hamblett, Judge C. W. Hoitt, Assistant Justice Clough and
F. H. Morrill, Clerk of Police Court, for their kind words of en-








Nashua, N. H., January, 1S92.
To His Honor the Mayor and the City Coufzci/s :
Sirs : I herewith respectfully submit the annual report of the
City Engineer's department for the year ending December 31,
1891 :
EXPENSES OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR THE YEAR.
Pay roll of assistant engineers, transit
men, and assistants, since April 1,
Field instruments and repairs,
Note books and printing,
W. H. & Co., paper and drawing
materials, ....




Horse hire, including bill 1890, $21
Apparatus for setting bounds,












New Streets, which have been accepted by the city during the
year 1891, are in the following list. These streets have been laid
out and bounded by stone highway bounds; profiles were made,
grades fixed, and record plans numbered and indexed.
Name
Ill
A quarter-inch hole is drilled in the centre of the letter. Our
system of placing these bounds at street i.itersections is to put
the bound on one street line and two feet from the line of the
other street. At angles the}- are placed two feet from the street
line. The top of the bound is set so that it shall be at the grade
of the sidewalk, so, when the walk is put in, it shall be flush
with the surface of the bound, which is then accessible at any
time. The highway bounds cost, at the stone shed, about ninety
cents apiece. About seventy of them were set during the year.
Grade stakes have been given the Street Commissioner as
occasion has required in the repair of old streets and the grad-
ing of new streets. Among these may be mentioned Highland,
Amherst, Main, Granite, Monadnock, Linwood, Monroe and
Lake streets.
This year, in consequence of the policy of the board of al-
dermen of not accepting and grading streets in response to all
petitions, some private parties have undertaken the work them-
selves, and the city has been called upon for grades.
It is unfortunate for this city that it has at present virtually no
control over the laying out of proposed streets through new
districts. An examination, for instance, of a district plan re-
cently made of a section between Lake street and Kinsley street,
in the vicinity of Sandy pond and to the west, will show very
clearly what is the result of land being sub-divided according to
the fancied private interests of land owners. The way in which
many of those streets have been reserved, with no general plan,
but rather by as many conflicting plans as there were property
owners, is really a serious matter if that portion of the city is to
be anything but a jumble of streets and house lots. Houses are
now built and being built, thus making future changes costly,
though in some instances the houses are located directly in the
way of some of what are supposed to be the principal streets.
It is not reasonable and it is not right that private land owners
should be allowed to lay out what of necessity become main
public streets, according to their idea of their private interests
and without a general plan of streets designed to accommodate
travel and facilitate drainage, two factors upon which the im-
provement and growth of any section is largely dependent.
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I would here suggest to the councils that as soon as practica-
ble the mattf r of street house-numbering be made one of the
duties of this department, not because we are short of business,
but because it is essential that this work be done with some sys-
tem and from plans of the streets and properties. The property
maps now being made are just what is needed to aid in number-
ing the houses. The City Engineer is the man who can proba-
bly do this work most conyeniently. and such is the practice in
other cities.
The ordinance passed late in the year requiring abuttors to
apply for the grades- and lines of streets before building houses,
fences, etc.. is something which has been long needed, and it is
hoped that now those matters can be belter regulated. One dif-
ficulty is that on many streets no grades have been established
bv the board, and the engineer has to take too much responsibility
upon himself in giving grades to abuttors.
In many parts of the citv abuttors have encroached upon the
public streets. Some have done so without being aware of it,
and many set their fences inro the street intentionally. The
sooner'such matters are attended to, the less trouble there will
be and it is urged that the powers of the Street Commissioner
be applied to those cases. The condition of things for half the
length of Hollis street is an example of what has come from
allowing encroachments to continue. With the growth of the
city, public travel needs all the right of way that ever belonged
to it on Hollis street, and any city government can recover
the right of way, but as time goes on, not without more and more
destruction of abutting property. There are some streets, for
instance Temple street just east of the big elm, where it is evi-
dent parties have encroached, but the lack of good records ren-
ders us unable to say now just wheie the street lines are. But
these cases are kept in mind and it is my purpose to follow them
out if possible.
During the year 18ill nearly two miles of stone curbing for
sidewalks were set for which grades were given. I have to say
in reference to edgestone furnished the city that we should




it cut better. I believe that at the price paid more care in cut-
ting can be required.
The placing of edgestone about the city is work which should
be done with mvich care and forethought. It does not serve a
temporary purpose. Few people realize that curbing is put in
to stay and it should be put as near as possible to where it will
belong twenty-five years from now and it should be of a quality
that we will not be ashamed to turn over to the eyes of those of
future generations.
Under the head of streets may be mentioned the improve-
ments at Stark square at the junction of Concord street and
Manchester street. About 365 feet of first class stone curbing
was put around the piece given the city by Mr. Stark. No
pains were spared to make it a thorough piece of work. Ivir.
Mulvanity furnished the curbing, according to plans and specifi-
cations, for $645. He deserves much credit for the faithful per-





In April, at the request of Mayor Beasom, the Pennichuck
bridge on the Concord road was examined. It was found to
need repairing. Arrangements were made with the town of
Merrimack and the bridge was repaired by putting in three new
stringers and replanking with three-inch plank.
Main street bridge was also inspected. The stringers are
sound. The planking is in good condition except along under
the railway tracks where they have broken the concrete covering.
The two west stringers are overloaded by having to carry the
extra weight of a 16-inch and an 8-inch water main. The
Water Co. should be required to strengthen those stringers.
The two other important bridges, one over the Merrimack
river and the Canal street bridge, were rebuilt recently and they
have not been examined this year.
The flooring of Hudson bridge ought to be tixed so the mud
and water would not remain upon it or else it will soon be rotten.
There is no provision for the drainage of the roadway.
The re-location of Allds street calls for a new bridge. It will
be a stone arch of 30 feet span.
SEWERS.
All new sewers constructed during the past year have been
done by contract and under the inspection of the City Engineer.
Specifications and blank forms of contract were prepared and
the work has been carried on in a systematic manner. I am
sure that by the close inspection of construction and attention to
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The total length of public sewers now in use in this city is
17.4 miles. The completing section of Artillery Pond sewer
was built early in the season. Of the total constructed in 1891,
1380 feet was brick sewer. 24 to 36 inches in diameter.
The repairs of sewers and the repairs and cleaning of catch
basins during the year has cost $2,643.
Sewers were relaid as follows:
Granite street, .... 450 feet.
Terrace street, .... 320 "
Washington street, . . . 185 "
Whitney street, .... 250 "
Chandler street, . . . . 100 "
Total, 1,305 feet.
The repairs made constitute only a small portion of the work
that ought to be done in this line Probably there are less than
a half dozen persons in this city who are fullv aw^are of the ex-
isting bad condition of the public sewers.
As sewers are buried out of sight their faulty construction or
condition is not apparent to citizens generally and they are apt
to think that whatever is called a sewer will answer thiit purpose
without examination or attendance. But, in these pipes, inac-
cessible and away from notice, there are likely to collect deposits:
which slowly increase, and soon deathly gases fill the sewer-
Then, when a sudden shower comes, the inrushing wnter forces-
the gases through the house traps into dwellings. The Terrace
street sewer illustrates forcibly what is the result if sewers are
not well built and maintained. When that sewer was taken up
the pipes were found to be almost completely filled with deposit
and yet no one knew it until death came to tell the tale.
Yet the condition at Terrace street is only an example of what
exists in a hundred places in the city. It is remarked that Hollis
street sewer is the best sewer in the city. It is probably all
right if attended to. but the deposit in it is known to be fifteen
inches deep in some places.
The unsanitary condition ol the sewers is attributed to poor
construction with reference to grades, alignment, connections^
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provision for inspection and cleaning, and material used. Even
if the sewers ai-e well built there are few that do not need more
or less attention and cleaning.
The most important, most difficult and the most costly work
w^hich your city has before it for the next few years is the mak-
ing over of its jumble of sewers, poorly constructed, inaccessible
for inspection, and without ventilation as they are, into a well-
"working system with means of maintenance ; also in conjunction
with it, the planning, and extension of the system in the new^er
districts; all of which should be done with full consideration of
the future demands for drainage which will follow with the
growtli and extension of the city.
Before this work is luidertaken, and I respectfully recom-
mend that it be commenced as soon as practicable, it will be
necessary to make a contour map of the city. Fortunately we
have all notes on surveys made for the assessors' maps and they
will be of great service in making the map for the sewerage
system.
assessors' maps.
Under the direction of your committee on city engineering,
this department has been busily engaged since April 1 in making
surveys and maps of the city showing all properties and the
owners.
Our method is to divide the city into districts of convenient
size, usually of about 220 acres each. Accurate traverse lines
are run encircling the district and connecting with those of ad-
jacent districts. The interior of each section is then carefully
surveyed and cross lines checked by the main traverse. All
measurements are made with the steel tape.
In the office each district is plotted upon a sheet by itself at a
scale of 40 feet to an inch. These plots are upon 58-inch
mounted paragon paper and are to be kept for the use of the
City Engineer. They show the dimensions of each lot, the
-area, and a number by which the name of the owner is indexed
in a book for that purpose.
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To provide maps for the use of the assessors we simply copy
what is necessary from the district sheets, on sheets of tracing
linen, 24 by SG inches. These sheets are to be bound on the
edges with silk and arranged to be filed in volumes; yet, so any
sheet can be tal'en out and blue copies made which will serve
many purposes. Then, after giving the assessors an index indi-
cating the owner of each lot acc(jrding to the number given it,
ovir work is complete.
By following up the transfers of real estate each year after the
maps are made it will be possible to keep these plans up with
the times and they will be of great service.
The territory which we have undertaken to survey during the
past year comprises all that west of Main street and south of
Factory street; also all east of Main street and south of HoUis
street, an area of about 2,000 acres in all.
1 think that by April 1 next we will have completed half the
work of the assessors' maps of the city and the expenditure wiU
be about $2,800.
It is hardly necessery to say that in many sections the task of
tracing out the different properties, finding the boundaries and
names of the owners is very perplexing. It is very fortunate
that the county records are so near at hand.
It is my purpose to copy all city land plans which have been
made by private parties and the copies are filed in this office.
The location plans of all the railroads within the city were
copied and put on file.
I desire to acknowledge the general courtesy and aid extended
to this department by many persons who are land owners and
whom we have called upon for information in respect to their
properties.
GENERAL WORK.
During the progress of the survey for assessors' maps it is ni}^
purpose to re-establish sti'eet lines, which from year lo year are
getting less definite, and set stone highway bounds at important
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points. It thus comprises sort of a review of the street lines of
the citv.
Two heavy stone monuments were set in tlie sidewalk at the
east side of the central engine house. Thev were 5 1-2 feet in
length and about 10 inches square, the top being dressed 8 inches
square. A half-inch hole was drilled in the top and filled with
lead and a fiat copper plug. The object of these bounds is to
have in the city a 100 feet standard distance for reference. The
distance has been fixed by several independent cop'parisons with
the standard in Boston, taking into account corrections for tem-
perature.
Two similar monuments were set at south common for the true
north and south meridian. Transit observations were taken of
the star Polaris at its eastern elongation. We now have the true
meridian accurately determined and marks to preserve it. The
magnetic declination of the needle from the true north is ob-
sen'ed at times and recorded ; thus valuable data concerning the
variations for this point may be accumulated.
A system of triangulation of the citv is being undertaken. It
is proposed that early in the spring it be completed and the
points will be used in extending the sunevs commenced this
year.
Little has been done in the past vear in the extension of levels
for new bench marks. The work of making profiles and estab-
lishing grades of old streets has also been postponed on account
of the pressure of other duties.
Earlv in the year your committee on lands and buildings con-
sidered the needs of this department in the way of office accom-
modations. The quarters vacated by the Citv Marshal have
been fitted up for our purpose. A good brick vault was built
for the keeping of plans and records. The office is convenient
in all its appointments. I have to thank the committee for their
immediate attention in providing these accommodations.
Instead of a condition of engineering affairs in this city two
vears ago which vv^as disgraceful, I believe that in a year hence
your city will have a City Engineer's department, which for its
system, methods and records will compare very favorably with
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that ot other New England cities. Such changes must be
gradual.
In conclusion, I have to thank His Honor, Mayor Beasom and
the gentlemen of the committees of the councils for their confi-
dence and kindness.







'h\^m of tlie Niisliiia Piiic Lilii'iii'y.
7^0 the Honorable City (Council:
Since our last annual report, the catalogue, based upon the
Dewey system of shelf-arrangement, like that of the Boston
Public Library , has been piunted, and copies can be obtained of
the librarian by all who desire them This is found to be the
best and most complete catalogue the Nashua Public Library
has ever possessed. It gives those desiring to take out booxs in
the simplest form, an index, which not only helps them in find-
ing a particular book, but in I'.nding what books upon a particu-
lar subject may be in the library ; besides it further aids them, by
gathering together, under their proper subjects, valuable scat-
tered essays and reviews that otherwise would be lost behind
some general title.
Since the manuscript for this catalogue was placed in the
hands of the printer, the accessions to the library have been 506
volumes, of which about 69 are duplicates to supply the place of
volumes worn out or defaced, and about 130 are public docu-
ments leceived from the U- S. Governm-ent. [See Appendix.]
The erection of the Odd Fellows Building almost entirely ex-
cludes the light on the southern side of the Library rooms, and
has necessitated the introduction of electric lighting in the shelf
rooms of the Library during the day-time. This intense light is
trying, and, in fact, injurious to the eyes of the employes of the
Library, resulting from the transition from the rooms lighted by
sharp artificial light, in search of books called for, to the front
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room where the books are delivered, and where sunlight pre-
vails. No contrivance has yet been suggested, by which this
defect in lighting can be remedied. Whether a sufficient abun-
dance of daylight could be introduced into the shelf-rooms by a
remodeling and reconstruction of the roof of the county build-
ing, by which light could be let in by means of a rotunda, has
been mooted, but will require the consideration and decision of
an architect.
If the growth of the library should increase as rapidly m the
future as in the past few years, it will be only a question of time
when more ample and commodious quarters will be imperatively
demanded. Hon. John Davis, member of Congress from Kan-
sas, has recently introduced a bill in the House for the erection
of public buildings in each county seat, and in cities of over
•3,000 inhabitants, with a provision that public libraries shall be
allowed ample and sufficient accomodations therein.
An amendment of this bill has been suggested, bv which the
system of circulating libraries might be extended beyond its
present limits. The National Medical Library at Washington,
D. C., one of the best in the world, is a circulating library.
Books are sent to anyone, who deposits fifty dollars as security,
/md they are thus placed at the service of the physicians of the
country. Why should not the Congressional Library, which
has attained such huge dimensions, and is a National Library in
name, be made one in fact, and packages of books be sent out,
under certain guarantees, to poorly equipped libraries, or to
societies or associations that might apply? There seems on the
face of it, no reason why such a scheme should not be success-
fully carried out, or why it should not apply to state and city
libraries as well. Certainly, their usefulness would be infinitely
increased thereby. At the same time, the immense number of
books of art, science and literature now standing idle and unused
on the shelves of the Library at Washington, could be put to a
practical use in the culture of the rising generation of the coun-
try.
New York is congratulating itself, anil with reason, upon the
success ( f the Library School, which has been carried on at
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Albany for the past two or three years. Fifteen or more trained
librarians have been furnished to towns in that state, and twenty
to seven other states. The work is an outgrowth of the law
which puts all libraries in the state under the control of a Board
of Regents, and has been carried on without calling for financial
aid from the state. 'Library Science," which this school
teaches is one of the many efforts now being made to turn
libraries, to the utmost account for the community. Bowdoin
College has adopted a plan for doing this, which is worthy of
imitation. The different sections of the Brunswick Library have,
from time to time, been made the subject of the talk of the
townspeople by one of the college professors. The professor of
History, for instance, has shown them what that department of
the Library contains, with a discussion of the character of the
different books and hints to as to their use. The contents of the
departments of Art, Science, Literature, etc., have been set
forth in the same way. It is not every town or city that has
a College Faculty to impress into its service, but there are few
that could not secure for themselves a similar system of instruc-
tion, if they chose. Nashua might derive benefit from such a
system of instruction by securing lectures on " Library Science
"
from experts like the trained librarians of New York or the
professors of some college. The instrumentality of the " Hunt
Lecture Course" might be utilized for a lecture or two next year,
if the trustees under the will concur, and it should not be incom-
patible with the provisions of the will of the late testator; and it
is apprehended it would be Strictly in consonance therewith.
There would thereby be secured a large general audience, to
whom the hints and instruction, that might be presented as to
vs^hat books should be read and the methods of reading, etc.,
would be of great practical value.
Respectfully submitted,
William" H. Beasom, )
Ex-Offlcio,








trustees of Public Library.
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'Jo tJie Trustees of the Public library.
The number of books given out, since the catalogues were is-
sued, has increased nearly one fourth. The catalogues given to
the public schools, and the teacher's cards, allowing the number
of books to be taken at one time for the pupil's use, are making
the Librarv of inore value to the schools.
Many of the teachers give the scholars lists of books, and in
this way a taste for a higher class of literature is formed than
would be if the children made their own selection.
There have been on« thousand seven hundred and twenty
volumes catalogued t!iis >ear. Of these one hundred and
seventy-five were government publications. Thirty-two other
volumes have been presented to the library. More would be
disposed of in the same way were there funds sufficient to replace
them and buy other needed new books.
Books in the Library, Jan. 1, 1892, . . . 11,260
Money received for[catalogues and fines, . . $86 33





V. C Gilman, Treas.^ in account with Public Library.
1891 Dr.
Jan. ] , To balance from 1890 to
meet expenses of cata-
logue, ....
Mar. 7, " cash collected for fines
May 29, " u ;; ,
July 1, " semi-ann,ual appropriat'n
" 15, '' cash for fines,
" 31, " " " . .
Sept. 21, " sales ot catalogues,
" 21, " appropriation,
Nov. 20, " semi-annual appropriat'n
Dec. 10, " sales of catalogues,
" 10, " cash for fines.
1891 Cr.
Apr. 1, By paid H. Crombie, salary,
George Cornwcll, .
' for Hist, of Sutton,
' " " Windham,
• W. B. Clarke & Co.,
' library bureau,
' C.L.Webster «& Co.,
H. Crombie, salary,
' C. J. Walton,
' Estes & Lauriat,
' W.B. Clarke & Co.,
' D. Appleton & Co.,
' Damrell & Moore, .





Accessions to the Public Library not comprised in the last
printed catalogue :
Abbott—Battle Fields and Camp Fires, Caroline, Pericles,
First Regiment New Hampshire Volunteers, Beechnut,
Ellen Linn, Malleville, Mary Erskin, Battle Fields and
Victory.
Abney—Treatise on Photography.
Adams, W. T.—On the Blockade, Taken by the Enemy, Within
the Eneiny's Lines, Historical Essays.
Adams Henry—History of the United States during the Sec-
ond Ad ministration of James Madison, Vols. 7-9, Rich-
ard H. Dana, 1815-1882.
Alger—Bob Burton, Do and Dare, Hector's Inheritance, Help-
ing Himself, Luke Walton, The Telegraph Boy. The
Store Boy.
Aldrich—The Sisters' Tragedy and other Poems.
Arnold—Higher Schools and Universities in Germany, [dupli-
cate], Essays, Celtic Literature, On Translating Homer,
Cultui'e and Anarchy, Friendship's Garland, Discourses
in America, God and the Bible, Literature and Dogmas,
St. Paul and Protestantism, Last Essays, The Light of




Bacon—Concord, N. H., and its Points otinterests.
Bai L—My Three Score Years and Ten.
Ballard—Among the Moths and Butterflies.
Balzac—The Magic Skin, Pere Gariot, The Lily of the Valley,
Ursula, An Historical Mystery, Auld Licht Idyls.
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Barr—A Sistor to Esau, A Rose of a Hundred Leaves, She
Loved a Sailor.
Bartlett—Oration on Gen. Oilman Marston.
Barrie—A Window in Thrums.
Bartlett—Familiar Qiiotations, 9th edition.
Bell—History of Exeter, N. H.
Besant—St. Katherine's by the Tower.
Billroth—Care of the Sick at Home and the Hospital.
Black—Stand Fast, Craig Royston ! Donald Ross.
Blouett—A Frenchman in America.
Bolton—Famous European Artists, Famous English Statesmen
of Qiieen Victoria's Reign.
Boone—Education in the United States.
Bourke—On the Border with Crook.
Bouton—The Enchanted.
BouvET—Sweet William.
Breton—Life of an Artist.
Brooks, Phillip—"Light of the World" and other Sermons.
Brooks, N.—The Boy Settlers.
Brown—Polo.
Browne—George Calvert and Cecilina Calvert.
Bunner—Short Sixes.
BuNNER—Zadock Pine and other Stories.




Campbem-, Mrs. Helen—Anne Bradstreet and Her Time.
Campbell, Thomas—Life of Mrs. Siddons.
Castle-—Consequences.
Catherwood—The Lady of Fort St. John.
Carey—Our Bessie.
Casati—Ten Years in Equaloria and the Return with Emin
Pas la.




Champkey—Three Vassar Girls in the Tyrol.
Chamberlain—Handbook of the Onithologv of the United
States and Canada, 2 vols.
Chase—The Historv of Dartmouth College and the Town of
Hano%'er.
Child—Art and Criticism, The Spanish American Republics.
Chittenden—Recollections of President Lincoln and His Ad-
ministration.
Church, W. M.—Life of John Ericson, The Oxford Movement.
Church, A. J.—-Two Thousand Years Ago, To the Lions
Coffin—The Story of Liberty,
CoLviN—Letters of John Keats.
Cooke—Laboratory Practice.
Cooke—Guide Book to the Poetic and Dramatic Works of
Robert Browning.
CooLEY—General Principal of Constitutional Law in the United
States of America.
Cooper—Afloat and Ashore, The Bravo, The Chainbearer, The
Deerslayer, The Heidenmanet, Home as Found, Home-
ward Bound, Jack Tier, Lionel Lincoln, Mercedes of
Castile, The Mohicans, The Monikins, Oak Openings,
The Path Finder, The Pilot, The Pioneers, The Prairie,
Precaution, Red Rover, Redskins, Satanstoe, Sea Lions,
Lhe Spy, Two Admirals, Wallingford, Water Witch,
Ways of .the Hour, Wept-of-Wish-ton-Wish, Wing-and
Wing, Wyandotte, [duplicate.]
CoRBETT—Sir Thomas Drake.
Crawford—The Witch of Prague, A Cigarette Maker's Ro-
mance, Khaled.
Crowest—Cherubine.
Crundel—The Landscape and Pastoral Painters of Holland.
Davis—Gallagher, Stories for Boys.
Dearborn— History of Salisbury, X. H.
Desmond— Electricit}'.
Dickinson—Poems, 2 vols.
DowiE—A Girl in the Karpathians.
Dodge—Hannibal.
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Doyle—English Colonies in America.
Drake—The Pine Tree Coast.




Dumas—The Queen's Necklace, The Memoirs of a Physician,.
The Three Musketeers.
Duncan—An American Girl in London, A S )ci.il Departure.
Eari.e—The Sabbath in Puritan New England.
Eddy—Thoughts on Religion and ^lorality.
Edwards, M. B. B.—TheParting of the Ways.
Edwards, Amelia B.—Pharaohs. Fellahs and Explorers.
Eggleston—The Faith Doctor.





Forbes—The Afghan Wars, Barracks, Bivouacs and Battles.
Foster—A ^^'hist Manual.
FoTHERGiLL—A March in the Ranks.
Freeman—The Methods of Historical Study.
French—We All, Otto, the Knight.
Frcebel—The Education of M?n.
Froude—The Divorce of Catherine of Aragon.
Gerrish—Life in the World's Wonderland.
Gibson—Sharp Eyes, A Rambler's Calendar of Fiftv-two
Weeks Among Insects, Birds and Flowers.
Gilmore—The Rear Guard of the Revolution.
Gladstone—The Impregnable Rock of Holy Scriptures.
GoMME—The Village Communitv.
Goodyear—A History of Art.
Government—Conduct of the War, 4 vols; L'. S. Geological
Survey ; Monograph, 6 vols. ; Bulletins, 22 vols. ; Min-
eral Re-ources of the United States; Messages and Docu-
ments, 29 vols. ; Reports of the Secretarv of the Interior,
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38 vols. ; Report of the Signal Office ; Report of the
Smithsonian Institute, 2 vols. ; U. S. Official Register,
8 vols.
Granite Monthly, vol 3.
Grant—Our Common Birds and How to Know Them.
Greexe—A New England Idyl-
Grey—In the Heart of the Storm.
Griffis—Influence of the Netherlands in the making of the Eng-
lish Commonwealth and the American Republic.
Guthrie—Tourmalin's Time Cheques.
Haggard—Eric Brighteyes.
Hale—James Fiee nan Clarke. Four and Five.
Halt.—How to Teach Reading.
Hardy, E. J —The Business of Life.
Hardy, A. S. -Life and Letters of Joseph Hardv Neesime.
Hart—Introduction to the Study of Federal Government. .
Hartland—The Science of Fairv Tales.
Harcoukt—Achievements in Engineering during the Last Half
Centurv.
Haskins—The Galvanometer.
Hawthorne—American Notes, Doctor Grimshawe's Secret,
[duplicate], Dolliver Romance, Fanshawe, S ptimius
Felton, [duplicate], .Marble Faun, Mosses 'rom an Old
Manse, [duplicate]. The Scarlet Letter, Blithdale Ro-
mance, [duplicate]. House of .Seven Gables, The Snow
Image, [duplicate], Tales, Sketches and other papers,
Life, Twice Told Tales, [duplicate]. Wonder Book, [du-
plicate], Tanglewood Tales, [duplicate]. Grandfather's
Chair. 10 vols.
Hayward— Historv of Hancock. N. H.
Hector—What Gold Cannot Buv. Well Won.
Hehing—Principles of Dynamo Electric Machines.
Henley—Lyr.. Heroica.
Henty—Held Fast for England, Redskin and Cowboy, A Dash





HoLDET—Charles Darwin; His Life and Work.
Holland and Rockstro—Memoir of Jenny Lind.Gold-
schmidt.
Holland—Frederick Douglass.
Holmes—Christmas Stories, Cousin Maude, Daisy Thornton,
Mill.
Homaday—Taxidermy and Zoological Collections.
HowELLS—The Albany Depot, Mouse Trap and other Farces.
HosMEK—Samuel Adams.
HowELLS—An Imperative Duty.
Houston—Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
Hudson—A Memorial of Mary Clemmer.
Hug and Stead—Switzerland.
Hutchinson—Principles and Practice of Bookkeeping.
Hunnewell—The Lands of Scott.
Iconogiaphic Enc3clopa2dia of the Arts and Sciences.
Ireland—Life of Jane Welsh Carlyle.
Janvieks—rStories of Old New Spain, Color Studies, and a
Mexican Campaign.
Jeffries—The Gamekeeper at Home, Hodge and his Masters.
Jewett—Strangers and Wayfarers.
Johonnot—Principle and Practice of Teaching.
Johnston—Widow Guthrie [duplicate].
Kemble—Further Records, 1848-1883.
Kennan—Siberia and the Exile System, 2 vols.
King—Two Soldiers and Dunarven Rock, Captain Blake, The
Colonel's Daughter.
Kirk—Ciphers.
Kirk, J. F.,—Supplement to Allibone's Dictionary of English
Literature, and British and American Authors.
Kipling—The Light that Failed.
Ki EMM—Chips from a Teacher's Workshop.
Knox—Boy Tiavellers in South America, Boy Tiavellers

















Lord— Beacon Lights of History, First Series and Second
Series.
LoTHROP—Rob, Five Little Peppers How they Grow, Five Lit-
tle Peppers, Midway.
LovELL—Nature's Wontler Workers.
Locke—Some Thoughts Concerning Education [duplicate].
LouNSBUiiY--Studies in Chaucer: His Life and Writings.
Lowell—Latest Essays and Addresses.
Ludlow—A King of Tyre.
Mann—Lectures and Annual Reports on Education [duplicate].
Life of Horace Mann.
Mahaffy—Old Greek Education.
MackAY—A Plea forLiberty.
Mabie—Under the Trees and Elsewhere.
March—Morning Light in Many Lands.
Macdonald—A Rough Shaking.
Malleson—The Indian Mutiny of 1857.
Martin, B. E.—In the Footprints of Charles Lamb.
Martin, Annie—Home Life on an Ostrich Farm.
Martin, H. N.—The Human Body.
Martin, Lady Helena—On some of Shakespear's Female
Characters. .
MacLaughlin—Lewis Cass.
Mackintosh—The Sory of Scotland.
McCoNNKLL—History of the American Episcopal Church.
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Mead—Our Mother Tongue.
Meredith—One of our Conquerers.
Minneapolis, Annual Report of the City of, Report of Chamber
of Commerce of 1890, An Art Study of the City and its
surroundings.
MoRKis, E. P.—The Study of Latin in the Preparator\^ Course.
Morris, Wm.—Tale of the House of the Wolfings.
Morrison—Among the Scotch-Irish.
MoKLEY—Studies in English Literature.
MoLTKE—The Franco-German War, Letters of Field Marshal
Count von Moltke.
Moore—Sermon Preached at Concord, N. H., June 4, 1829.




Nashua, Report of the Municipal Gov'ernment, 1889, '90,
Twenty-fourth Annual Repoit of the Board of Education.
Newman—Letters and Correspondence.
New Hampshire, Board of Agriculture, Report of Agricultural
Repository, County Commissioners' (Hillsborough) Re-
port of 189 1
.
New Testament, with Commentaries of Dr. H. Crosby.
NicoLAY & Hay—Abraham Lincoln.
Norton—Translation Dante's Divine Comedy, 2 vols.
Noughts and Crosses.
Ober—The Knockabout Club on the Spanish Main.
Oliphant—-Royal Edinburgh, Memoir of the Life of Law-
rence Oliphant, The Heir Presumptive and the Heir
Apparent.
Orr—Life and Letters of Robert Browning.
Page—Among the Camps, Elsket.
Parker—Notes of Talks on Teaching.





Parton—Captains of Industry, Vol. II.
Parsons, Frank—The World's best Books.
Parsons, Samuel, Jr.—Landscape Gardening.
Peabody—King's Chapel Sermons.
Pericles and the Golden Age of Athens.
Phelps, Austin—My Notebook.
Phelps, Elizabeth S.—Fourteen to One.
Plain Directions for Accidents, Emergencies, and Poisons.
Poole—Index to Periodical Literature.
Putnam—The Qiiestion of Copyright.
Quick—Essays on Educational Reformers.
Rae—The Business of Travel.
Reid—Life, Letters and Friendships of Richard Monckton,
Milnes, First Lord Houghton.
Richards—Captain January.
RiNGWALT—American Encyclopffidia of Printing.
Repplier—Points of View.
Rhoades—Around the World with a Blue Jacket.




Sanborn—Dr. S. G. Howe.
Sanborn, Kate—Adopting an Abandoned Farm.
Sanborn, M. F.—Sweet and Twenty.
San Francisco Public Library, Classified English, Prose Friction.
Saint Arnaud—The Court of the Empress Josephine,
Marie Louise and the Decadence of the Empire,
Marie Louise, The Island of Elba and the Hundred
Days, Marie Antoinette at the Tuileries.
Saintsbury— Essays in English Literature, Essays on French
Novelists.
Pakdoe—Court and Reign of Francis, the First, King of France,
Life of Marie de Medici.
Pater—Appreciations, Marius, the Epicurean, The Renais-
sance.
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Smiles—Memoir and Correspondence of the late John Murray,
Jasmin.
Smith—Canada and the Canadian Qiiestion.
Smith—Colonel Carter of Cartersville.
Scott—The Journal of Sir Walter Scott.
SiENKiE^vicz—With Fire and Sword.
Seawell—Maid Marian, Midshipman Paulding.
Shorthouse— Blanche, Lady Falaise.
Sill—Poems.
Sketch in the Ideal.
Seeley—Arthur Macmunough Kavanagh.
ScHURZ—Abraham Lincoln.
ScHLEGEL—^'Esthetics and Miscellaneous Works.
SciDMOKE—Jinrikisha Days in Japan.
Society for Psychical Research.
Sovereigns and Courts of Europe.
SoNNENSCHEiN—The Best Books, The Reader's Guide.
Stockton — The House of Martha, The Rudder Grangers
Abroad, Ardis Cleverden.
Stoddakd, C. A.—Across Russia
.
.Stoddard, W. O.—Crowded out of Crowfield, Chuck Purdy,
Dab Kiewser, Gid Granger.
Stephens, F. G. —Memoir of George Cruikshank.
Stephens, H. M.—The Story of Portugal.
Stowe—Life of Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Sweets er—The Maritime Provinces, The White Mountains.
Sybel—The Founding of the German Empire by William I,




Shaler—Nature and Man in America.
Stael—Holstein, Corinne.
Spalding—Illustrated Popular Biography of Connecticut.
Seeley— Mrs. Thrale.
Thackeray—Works: Vol. I, Vanity Fair, [duplicate.]
Lovel, the Widower; Vol. II, The Virginians, [duplicate.]
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VI, Henry Esmond, Barry Lyndon, Dennif Duval; Vol.
VII, Roundabout Papers, The Second Funeral of Napo-
leon, Critical Reviews, The Four Georges, The English
Humorists, Sketches and Travels in London; Vol. VIII,
Novels by Eminent Hands, Jeames's Diary, Adventures
of Major Gahagan, Legend of the Rhine, Rebecca and
Rowena, History of the next French Revolution, Cox's
Diary, Memoirs of Mr. C. J. Yellow^plush, Fitzboodle
Papers; Vol. IX, Parish Sketch Book, Eastern Sketches,
Irish Sketch Book, Character Sketches ; Vol. X, Christ-
mas Stories, Ballads, History of Samuel Titmarsh, Mens'
Wives, The Book of Snobs.
Trow^bridge—Biding His Time, Kelp Gatherers
TwiTCHELL—John Winthrop.
United States—Treaties and Conventions Concluded Between
the United States and other Powers, since 1873, 7 vols. ;
Reports of the Secretary of War, 7 vols. ; Reports from
Consuls, May 1891 ; Congressional Documents. 17 vols. ;
Seci-etary of State : Report on Commercial Relations,
War Department : War of the Rebellion. Vols. 32, 34 ;
Commission of Labor ; Report on Marriage and Divorce
in the United States, 1867-1886. Agricultural Depart-
ment : Agricultural value per acre of the United States
;
Chief of Ordinance Report, 1880; Chief of Signal Office
Report, 1887 ; Bureau of Statistics : Report of Immigra-
tion ; Patent Office: Meteorological Observations, 1854-
59; Naval Observatory; Astronomical and Meteorological
observations, 1882; State Department: Commercial Rela-
tions of the United States, Papers Relating to the Foreign
Relations of the United States, Special Consular Reports;
War Department: Annual Reports for 1864. 1865, 1872,
1873, 1877, 1880, 1881 ; Dodge's Statistic, Address before
the Economic Society at Indianapolis; Johnstown Relief
Association : Report of Secretary ; Bureau of Education :
Vol. Ill, Pendennis, [duplicate.] Vol. IV, The New-
comes, [duplicate.] Vol. V, Adventures of Phillip,
[duplicate.] A Shabby Genteel Story, Catherine ; Vol.
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Circular of Information, 1891; Catalogue of Government
Publications; State Department: Report from Consuls of
the United States, No. 131, Special Consular Reports,
Streets and Highways in Foreign Countries ; War Depart-
ment: War of the Rebellion, Vols. 36 and 37; Catalogue
of the Government Publications, Sept. 5, 1774, March 4,
1881 ; Report of Commissioners appointed to ascertain
modes of reviving more intimate internal and commercial
relations between the United States and several countries
of Central and South America ; Bureau of Education :
Publications from 1876 to 1890 with subject index; Com-
mission of Labor : 6th American Report; Patent Office:
Annual Report for 1890 ; Atlas to accompany the official
records of the Union and Confederate Armies; U. S.
Commissioner of Labor : Railroad Labor.
University of Pennsylvania— Proceedings at the opening
of the Library, Feb. 7, 1891.
Verne—Mistress Branican, Coesar Cascabel.
Walter—Shakespeare's True Life, [duplicate.]
Ward—Austin Phelps.
Ward, H.—Five Years with the Congo Cannil)als,
Ward, M. A.—Petrarch.
Warner, C. D.—Our Italy.
Warner, A. B.—Patience.
Walker—Atlas of Massachusetts.
Waterhouse—American Commerce in 1890, Advantages of
Educated Labor in Missouri, Resources of the Missouri.
Weir—Riding.
Wendell—Cotton Mather, English Composition.
Wesselhoeft—Old Rough, The Miser Sparrows, The Tramps.
WiGGiN—The Birds' Christmas Carol, Timothy's Quest.
Wright, E.—Freshman and Senior.
Wright. G. F.—Charles G. Finney.
WiLKiNS—A New England Nun.
WiNSOi;—Christopher Columbus.
WiNTKR--Shakespeare's England, Gray Days and Old.
Wilson— In Scripture Lands.
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White—Life of Chester Harding.
WooDBERRY—Studics in Letters and Life [duplicate],
Woodman—Picturesque Alaska.
WooLSEY—In the High Valley.
WooDHEAD—Bacteria and their Products.
Woods—English Social Movements.
Wolff—Fifty Years, Three months, Two days.
YoNGE—Two Penniless Princesses.
REPORT OF THE TITY SOLICITOR.
^o the Honorable City Council
:
Gentlemen:—I submit my report as Solicitor for the year
ending December 31, 1891.
During the year the following cases were disposed of:
Peacock vs. Nashua :
This action was for injuries claimed by the plaintiff to have
occurred in the highwav on Allds road on the 9th day of July,
1886. It was tried September, 1888, and the jury disagreed. It
was tried again in September, 1890, and the jury again disa-
greed. It was settled for the sum of $550, which has been paid.
Delacombe vs. Nashua :
This was an action to recover damages for injuries received
while the plaintiff was employed in the construction of the sewer
on Cross street. Settled without jury trial for $1,250, which sum
has been paid.
Smith vs. Nashua :
This action was brought to recover damages for injuries to cer-
tain shade trees caused by moving a building through Church
street, on the 13th day of June, 1890. Settled without jury trial
for $77.11, which sum has been paid.
Manning a's. Nashua:
This action was to recover damages for injuries received by
the plaintirt' in February, 1890, by reason of defet in the side-
walk on Fletcher street. Settled witliout jury trial for $1100,
which sum has been paid.
Hall vs. Nashua:
This action was brought for injuries which the plaintiff re-
ceived while traveling on Amory street. It was tried by a jury
and a verdict rendered for the citv.
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BiRCHALL VS. Nashua :
Injury received by reason of defect in sidewalk on Lake street.
Settled without jury trial for $600, which sum has been paid.
Perkins vs. Nashua:
This was an action brought by the plaintiff for injuries sus-
tained by reason of defect in the sidewalk on Maple street.
Settled for $900, which sum was paid, without ]ury trial.
Nash vs. Nashua :
This was an action brought for injuries sustained while work-
ing on the Artillery Pond sewer. Settled without jury trial for
$300, which sum has been paid.
Bresnahan vs. Nashua:
This action was brought by reason of defect in the sidewalk
on Iviain street. Settled w^ithout jury trial for $1,050, which sum
has been paid.
Sanderson vs. Nashua :
This action was brought for injuries sustained by reason of
defect in the sidewalk on Main street. Settled without jury trial
for $.500, which sum has been paid.
Monty \'s. Nasua :
This action was brought to recover for injuries sustained by
reason of defect in sidewalk on Chandler street. Settled with-
out jury trial for $250, which sum has been paid.
BiGNALi. vs. Nashua :
The plaintiff petitioned the court for an increase of damages
awarded by the Board of Alderman for the extension of Newbury
street. This case was referred to the county commissioners by
the court and a hearing held in December and the commis-
sioners rendered a verdict in favor of the city.
All the cases against the city have been disposed with the ex-
ception of
Greeley vs. Nashua :
The plaintiff petitions the court for an increase of damages,
awarded by the Board of Alderman, in the extension of Buck
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street. No progress has been made in this case since the last
report of judge Hoitt in 1888.
Stkatton vs. Nashua :
This action is brought to recover for injuries received by
plaintiff", as he alleges, on the hiflhvvay near Luther Roby's farm,
on the 26th day of May 1889.
I have attended several meetings of the Committee on Calims
during the year and given several written opinions at the request
of the City Council and have tried all cases in the police court, in






STATEME-XT ( ULLECTOR OF TAXES.
Taxes 1891.
Total amount for collection . $200.4:15 63
Paid \V. E, Spalding, treasurer, . $198,600 0(>
Cash on hand, .... 116 96
Balance due April 13. 1892, . 1.698 67
$200.4:1.0 63 5200.41.5 63
Interest Account I8r^l.
Received $333 19
Paid W. E. Spalding, treasurer, . . $333 19
$333 19 $333 19
HARRY W. RAMSDELL, Collector.
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The Following Persons Died out of Town and were




















SiHyde Park, Mass. .
12jGroton, " . .
13 Amherst
22] E. Boston, Mass. .
28j Boston, "
2jLexington, "
51 Amherst, . .
.
9|Springfield, Mass.
15 Cambridge, " ..
25;Dunstable, " ..
26| Boston, " ..





































Lucretia L. Hobart ....
Daniel A. Johnson





Irving M. Fletcher ,
Ira L. Benton

















































SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
FOR THE TEAR 1891.
WITH THE
Rules and F^egulations o¥ i]r}e Public Schools.
NASHUA, N. H. :
yAS. H. BARKER, BOOK AND JOB PRINTER.
1892,
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
OFFICE OF THE CI,ERK.
In the Board of Education, January 28, 1892, Supt. Fred
Gowing read his annual report of the Public Schools for the
year 1891, and five hundred copies were ordered printed.
Attest,
T- E. TOLLES, Clerk.
BOARD OF EDUCATION, CITY OF NASHUA.
ORGANIZED FOR THE YEAR 1892.
HENRY B. ATHERTON, President.
JASON E. TOLLES, Clerk.
ivdl E lyc B E :k S
.
TERi\r Expires December 31, 1892.
Names. Residence. Place of Business.
Oilman C. .Sliattuck, 17 Orange St., Howard Block.
Jason E. Tolles, 22 Kinsley St., Howard Block.
James C. Moody. 31 Kinsley St., M. E. &A. Shoe Mfg.
William A. Gregg. 40 E Prosp'tSt., Gregg Son.
Term Expire.s December, 31, 1893.
H. B. Atherton, 17 Church St., Telegraph Block.
F. A. Eaton. 55 Franklin St.. Second Nat'l Bank.
Joseph Flather, 20 Arlington St., Flather & Co., Cr'n St.
Geo. A.Underhill, 121 Allds St., Masonic Temple.
Term Expires December 31, 1894.
John H. Vickery, 3 Lake St., Cor. Main & High Sts.
Edward H. Wason, 225 Main St., Masonic Temple.
Jas. H. Willonghby, 13 Hall Ave., Phillips' Block.
Richard P. Elliott, 17 Holmes St., Masonic Temple.
Regular meeting of Board, last Thursday evening in each
month, at 7.30 o'clock.
superintendent of schools :
FRED GOWING,
Residence, No. 48 Temple St.
Office : High School Building, Spring Street.
Office hours: 8 :30 to 9 :30 a.m., 12 to 12 :30 and 4 :30 to 5 p. m.,
on all school days.
TRUANT officer,
Henry B. McCaffrey, No. 13 Pleasant St.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance. Accounts and Claims.—Messrs. Flather, Gregg
and Elliott.
School Houses and Supplies.—Messrs. Eaton. Vickery,
and Wason.
Text Books and Teachers.—Messrs. Shattuck. W'il-
loughby, Vickery, Underbill and Eaton.
Boundaries and Assignments. — Messrs. Underbill
,
Gregg and Moody.
Music.—Messrs. Moodv. Tolles and Underbill.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
vSpring Street vSchool.—Messrs. Atberton. Willougbby,
Sbattuck, Eaton, Wason and Vickerv.
Mt. Pleasant School.—Messrs. Willonghby. Sbattuck
and Eaton.
Main Street School.—Messrs. Vickery, Elliott and
Wason.
Harbor and Edgeville School.—Messrs. Flatber and
Vickerv.
Palm and Mulberry Street Schools.—Messrs. Wason,
Moody and Sbattuck.
Belvidere and O'Donnell Schools.—Messrs. Eaton,
Willougbbv and Gregg.
Arlington Street School.—Messrs. Gregg, Flatber and
Underbill.
Suburban Schools.—Messrs. Underbill, Moody and Wil-
lougbby.
SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
Evening Schools.—Messrs. Wason. Vickery and Eaton.
Military and Physical Training.—Messrs. Tolles. Un-
derbill and Flatber.
Drawing.—Messrs. Elliott and Flatbe.i.
6
REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD.
Amended and Adopted, Dec. 21), 1887.
CONSTITUTION OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
I. The Board of Education of the city of Nashua is con-
stituted in accordance with the hnvs of New Hampshire and
the city charter, and consists of twelve members, four of whom
are to be chosen annually for a term of three years ; said Board
at the beginning of each vear choosing a President and Clerk
from their own number.
H. The BoartI thus constituted shall have the care and su-
perintendence of the schools ; and may, if deemed expedient,
appoint a Superintendent, to whom, under the direction of the
committee, shall be committed the direction of the schools.
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.
I. The meeting for organization shall be held annually on
the Thursday following the inauguration of the City Go^•ern-
ment at 7 1-2 o'clock p. m. In case of any failure to meet at
that time the Clerk of the old Board shall cause a meeting
for organization to be called as soon thereafter as practicable.
II. The first business, after the necessary preliminaries,
shall be the election by ballot, of a President and Clerk of the
Board. If deemed expedient, a Superintendent shall also be
elected by ballot. They shall also appoint of their number,
on nomination 1)\ the President, five standing committees,
to-wit :
—
1. Committee on Finance. Accounts and Claims.
2. Committee on School houses and Supplies,
y. Committee on Text books and Teachers.
4. Committee on Boundaries and Assignment of Scholars.
5. Committee on Music.
III. The Board shall receive the report of the committee
upon examination of teachers, and elect or appoint from
the names reported such persons to such positions as thev may
deem proper.
IV. All applications for schools shall be made in the ap-
plicant's own handwriting, and shall state the residence, age
and experience in teaching, together with reference as to moral
character.
V. The salaries of all the teachers shall be fixed by the
Board at the time of election, but may be changed at the dis-
cretion of the Board.
VI. The annual report of the city, and the preparation of
the report required by the State, shall be made by a special
committee chosen by the Board, or by the Superintendent.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
I. Sub-committees of the Board shall be appointed once a
year, and tliey shall consider the schools assignetl to them
under their special care. 1 hey. with the Superintendent,
shall give advice to the instructors in anv emergency, and take
cognizance of any difficulty whicli may occur between in-
structors and pupils, or parents of pupils, or between the in-
structors themselves, relative to the government or mstruction
of the school. An appeal, however, to the whole Board is
not hereby precluded to any citizen, pupil, or instructor.
II. Although the interests of the schools demand sub-com-
mittees of the Board, each member shall consider it his dutv
to watch over the public schools in the city ; to attend their
examinations, and to visit them at other times, according to his
ability.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
I. At all regular meetings of the Board tlie order of lousi-
ness shall be as follows :
1. Reading the call and noting the absent members.
2. Reading the minutes of the last meeting.
3. Report of Committees.
4. Unfinished business.
5. New business.
II. The deliberations of this Board shall be governed by
the ordinary parliamentary rules, in the absence of any special
regulations.
III. The rules of this Board cainiot be altered except upon
notice given at one meeting previous to action thereon.
IV. This Board may meet with closed doors when deemed
expedient.
V. The meetings of the Board shall be held by adjourn-
ment from time to time, or by call of the President, or when
requested by two members of the Board.
VI. A majority of the Board present and voting shall
be necessary to give validity to any vote or act, and six mem-
bers of the Board shall constitute a quorum. To be valid any
vote or act must receive the vote of four members.
DUTY OF OFFICERS.
I. The President shall perform the usual duties of presid-
ing officer.
II. He shall appoint all committees whose appointment is
not especially provided for or otherwise directed by the Board.
III. He may direct the Clerk to call a special meeting
whenever he may deem it expedient.
DUTIES OF THE CLERK.
The Clerk shall keep a fair and accurate record of the pro-
ceedings of the Board, and shall have charge of all papers di-
rected by the Board to be kept on file ; he shall give notice of
each special meeting ; he shall notify the chairman of ever\-
committee appointed, stating the special duties of said com-
mittee and the name of the members associated with him ; he
shall call extra meetings of the Board, by direction of the
President, or at the request of two or more of its members
;
he shall notify instructors-elect of their appointment, and give
such other notices as the Board may direct.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES.
I. The committee on finance, accounts and claims siiall ex-
amine all bills, and report the same lo the Board for final ac-
tion.
II. The committee on school houses and supplies shall ex-
amine into the condition of houses, out-buildings and yards ;
make such repairs as they may deem necessary, and purchase
all neetled supplies, when any such expenditure will not, by
estimate, exceed one hundred dollars. Larger expenditures
shall first be reported to the Board and receive its approval.
III. The committee on text books and teachers shall recom-
mend to the Board what changes, if any, shall be matle in text
books ; shall, with the Superintendent, examine such persons
as propose to teach in any of the schools, and furnish to the
Board the result of such examination, for final action ; and
shall assign or transfer elected teachers as they ma\' deem expe-
dient.
IV. No change of text books shall be made at any time
unless by a vote of two-thirds of the entire Board.
V. The committee on boundaries and assignment of scholars
shall establish the boundaries for the several school divisions
and resfulate the attendance in each.
RULES FOR THE SUPERIiNTENDENT.
Section 1. The Superintendent shall make the public
school system a study, and keep himself thoroughly informed
of the discipline and progress of instruction in other places,
that he may prescribe the most efficient means for advance-
ment of the public schools of the city. He shall devote him-
self entirely to the duties of his office, and secure a fidl com-
pliance with the orders and regulations of the Board of Edu-
cation.
Sect. 2. He shall, under the direction of" the Board, have
the supervision of all the public schools ; he shall visit and
carefully examine into the condition and progress of each
school as often as his other duties will permit; he shall attend
to the classification of scholars, and equalize, as far as practi-
cable, the attendance upon difl'erent schools.
Sect. 3. He shall have power to appoint stated or occa-
sional meetings of the teachers in tlie public schools, tor the
purpose of instructing them in relation to their duties, and for
mutual consultation in matteis touching the prosperity of the
schools. He shall advise with the teachers in reference to the
course of instruction and discipline, see that the piescribed
studies are carefully pursued, and that no books are used ex-
cept tliose adopted by the Board ; and all orders issued by him
shall be binding upon all teaciiers unless revoked by the Board.
Sec'I'. 4. He shall investigate all cases of discipline or dif-
ficulty reported to him bv teachers, parents or guardians and
take such action in the case as he and the sub-committee deem
expedient. He shall exert his personal influence to secure gen-
eral and regular attendance, and to raise the character of each
school, and, as far as practicable, of each scholar.
Sect. 5. He shall attend tlie meetings of the Board, and.
when called upon bv the President, express his opinion on i\n\
subject under discussion, and give such information as he ma\'
be able. He shall receive and classify the monthly reports of
the principals of the several sciiools. and present them to the
Board at its next meeting; and at the beginning of each term
shall receive and classifv the order of exercises of each school
in the city. He shall annually prepare a written report for
publication, gi\ing such information as to the character of the
schools, and presenting such plans lor their improvement as he
deems advisable.
Sect. 6. He shall aid in the examination of teachers, and
direct all public and private examinations of schools appointed
bv the committee.
Sect. 7. He shall furnish to teachers all the necessar\-
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blanks, registers and text books, and shall keep an account of
the same. He shall use iiis best efforts to secure the observ-
ance of the law concernuig the employment of children in
manufacturing establishments, and carefully inquire and ascer-
tain the names of all scholars of non-resident parents and guar-
dians, and make out all bills and collect all moneys due the city
for their tuition. He shall be authorized to cause all such re-
pairs to be made as are immediately needed for school houses,
furniture and warming apparatus.
Sect. 8 He shall have direction and control of the trans-
fer of scholars from one school to another of the same grade,
antl all certificates of transfer shall be signed' by him. Upt)n
every application for a transfer, he shall investigate the reasons
tiierefor. and especially regard the numbers in the schools and
the residence of the scholars. In doubtful cases he shall con-
sult the appropriate sub-committees, or refer the case to the
Board.
Sec'I'. 9 Undei- the advice and direction of the Board, he
shall examine, or cause to be examined, the most advanced
classes in the schools, or so man\- as may be candidates for the
next higher grade, in such manner as sliall be prescribed b\
the Board, and make selection of such as are prepared foi'
promotion.
Sect. 10 He shall report to the Board at each monthly
meeting the number of cases of corporal punishment occuiring
in each of the public schools during the previous month.
Sect. 11 In all cases of truancy or non-attendance upon
school wiiich may come to his knowledge, he shall, in every
instance, strive to reform the child ; but, if unsuccessful, he
shall report the name of the habitual truant or absentee to the
officer whose duty it is to make complaint in such cases. He
shall report to the Board every case of delinquency, tardiness.
or violation of any of the rules on the part of teachers.
Sect. 12 The Superintendent, or the Board, mav make ar-
rangements with dealers in books and supplies, to furnish to
pupils whatever they may need to use in the schools, at as
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small advance above wholesale prices as they may be able to
secure.
Sect. 13 He shall keep regular office hours, ami shall be
in his office, o}i all school days, fixcc\)t when visiting Suburban
schools, from 8 :30 to 'J :30 A. m., and from 1'2 to I'l :oO and
4 :30 to 5 p. M. In case of absence or sickness, he shall notif\
the President of the Board, and make such arrangements for
his office as he mav think propei.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL.
RULES OF TEACHERS.
r. The Principal.—The school-house and outbuildings,
with their keys, furniture, groinids, and all other property be-
longing to the school, shall be in charge of the Principal, who
will be held responsible for their preservation.
n. The Principal shall carefully observe the hours ap-
pointed for commencing and dismissing the schools, and shall
be at the school-house for the purpose of preserving order, at
least fifteen minutes before the hour prescribed for beginning
the school.
\\\. The Principal shall send to the Superintendent, on the
Monday following the close of each month, a report showing
the whole number and the average numbei' of males and
females in the school, together with the average daily attend-
ance, and the percentage of daily attendance for the month
ending on the preceding Friday, or such part thereof as has
not been embraced in a previous report. He shall also report
the number of cases of corporal punishment occurring in each
class of the school under his charge, together with such other
information as the Superintendent may deem for the best in-
terests of the Public Schools.
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lY . The Principal shall establish such rules as mav be neces-
sary to secure good order and neatness in the school-house
and on the grounds, and the presenation of the furniture,
books and apparatus in the school-rooms.
V. Unless other provision is made, the Principal shall ap-
point some suitable person to build fires and take care of the
school-house, whose compensation shall be fixed by the Board.
VI. In all cases of wilful and persistent violation of the
rules of the school, the Principal mav suspenti the offender.
In all cases of suspension the Principal shall at once give
notice to the parent or guardian of the pupil, and also to the
Superintendent ; and every such notice shall state the offence
for which the suspension is inflicted.
VII. No Principal shall be engaged in anv other profession
or employment while emploved bv the citv.
VIII. The Assistant Teachers.—In tiie absence of the
Principal, the assistant teachei" shall take charge of the school
unless other provision is made by the sub-committee. It shall
be the duty of all the assistant teachers to co-operate with and
assist the Principal in the maintenance of order, studv and
discipline among the pupils, and thev shall be in their respect-
ive class-rooms for that purpose, at least fifteen minutes before
the hoin" prescribed for beginning the school.
IX. Teachers shall dismiss their classes promptlv at the ap-
pointed hour ; but individual pupils may be retained for disci-
pline or instruction, not exceeding thirtv minutes, after the
close of the afternoon session.
X. In General.—During school hours all teachers shall
faithfullv devote themselves to the instruction, discipline, man-
ners and habits of the pupils. They shall give constant em-
plovment to their scholars, and endeavor by judicious and di-
versified methods to render the schools both pleasant and
profitable. Thev shall use all suitable means to promote good
morals and polite manners among their pupils. They shall
maintain firm, prudent and vigilant discipline, and shall use




XI All teacheis shall be required to keep reg-isters fur-
nished at the public expense, in which thev shall record the
name. age. and attendance of each pupil and such other par-
ticulars as shall give a correct idea of the state of the school.
These registers shall be returned to the Superintendent at the
close of each term imless otherwise directed : and all blanks
in these legisters shall be filled out each term, in order that
teachers ma\- be legally entitled to receive their pay. A cer-
tificate from the Superintendent that these requirements have
been complied with shall be presented to the City Treasurer
before the salary shall be paitl.
XII. Anv teacher desiring to be absent from school shall ob-
tain permission of the Superintendent who shall be authorized
to fill such temporary vacancy. The absence of any teacher
for more than two weeks shall cause a deduction from the
salary of each teacher, corresponding to the entire absence,
but for a less period no deduction shall be made from the regu-
lar salary, and the teacher shall pay the substitute provided
by the Board. Substitutes shall be paid only for days of ac-
tual service as follows : High school. $2.50; Grammar. $2.00;
Middle and Primary. $1.66 ; and Suburban schools. $1.50 per
day ; but for a full term they shall receive the minimum salary
of that particular grade.
XIII. If anv teacher is absent or tardy without being ex-
cused by the Superintendent, or shall dismiss school before
the end of the session without his permission, it may be con-
sidered by the Board as a resignation on the part of such
teacher.
XI\^. The absence of anv teacher, employed in the public
schools of Nashua, from any exercise, meeting or gathering
called by the Superintendent or authorized or directed by him
or the Board of Education or any Committee thereof, may be
considered by the Board as a resignation on the part of such
teacher.
XV. All teachers, upon notification or their election, shall
be presented with a cop\ of these regulations, and they shall
signify their acceptance bv subscribing to them.
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XVI. It shall be the duty of all teachers to have a copy of
these regulations at all times at their respective school-rooms,
and "Rules of the Schools, relating to pupils" shall be read
to the pupils bv the teacher at least once during each term.
XVII. The practice of teachers receiving presents from
pupils while in the service of this city is, in the opinion of the
Board, wrong, and is therefore prohibited.
XVIII. Teachers are prohibited from fiu'nishing anv text
books or supplies to pupils.
XrX. Any teacher wiio leaves the school under her in-
struction, except in case of sickness, before the close of the
school vear. siiall receive no compensation for the last four
weeks of service, unless notice of such intention was duly
given before the commencement of the then current term.
Provided : That the Board, in regular meeting, mav waive
the last foregoing stipulation.
XX. Teachers' certificates shall not be gianted to persons
under eighteen vears of age, aiul to no pupil of the High
.School while saitl pupil is attending sciiool.
X.XI. Teachers of all grades below the High School are
expected to keep proper discipline in their rooms, and no pu-
pils are to be sent to the principals or Superintendent for cor-
rection unless for grave offences.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
XXII. No teacher shall read or distribute any advertise-
ment or allow anv advertisement to be read or distributed in
anv of the public schools, nor shall any public entertainment
be annou!iced in any school without special permission.
SECTARIAN INSTRUCTION PROHIBITED.
XXIII. No book or tract designed to advocate the tenets of
any particular sect or party shall be permitted in any of the
schools ; nor shall anv sectarian or partisan instruction be
given by any teacher in the same.
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MORNING EXERCISES.
XXIV The iiioniing exercises of all the schools shall com-
mence with the reading- of the scriptures, followed by the
Lord's prayer, during which service all the teachers and pupils
connected with the schools shall be presenL
RELATING TO PUPILS.
I. Age.-—No pupils under five years of age shall be admit-
ted to the schools and no pupil shall be admitted to Grade 1
,
excepting during the first week of the Fall and vSpriiig terms,
unless qualified to enter some existing class.
II. Place.—Pupils shall attend the schools in their own
divisions, unless permission to attend elsewhere is granted by
the Superintendent, and approved bv the Committee on Boun-
daries and Assignments, or bv the consent of the Board.
III. Study.—No pupil shall be allowed to study out of
school durhig school hours ^ or lea\e school for the pin^pose
of taking music lessons, or take less than the required number
<jf studies, or change from one prescribed course to another,
without permission from the Board. Pupils shall make up all
neglected lessons, unless excused by the Principal. All schol-
ars in the schools shall pursue the prescribed studies unless
they shall present to the Superintendent a certificate of physical
disabilitv from their regular family physician.
IV. Terms of Admission.—Each applicant must present
to the teacher a certificate of admission from the Superin-
tendent.
V. Department.—Each pupil sliall enter the department
indicated by the card of admission.
VI. Books.—Each pupil shall come provided with the
necessary books, etc.
VII. Time for Opening School.— The bell shall be
rung five minutes before the time of commencing school, and
all scholars not in their seats at the expiration of those five min-
utes shall be accounted tardy.
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VIII. Excuses.—Any pupil having been absent or tardy
shall be required to bring a written excuse from parent or
guardian ; and any pupil who has been absent five half days
in the month (two tardy marks counting as one-half day's ab-
sence), except from sickness or some imperative necessity,
shall be sent to the Superintendent.
IX. Leax'ing School.—No pupil shall be allowed to leave
school befoi'e tlie appointed time, except in case of sickness, or
some pressing eiiiergency, of which the teacher shall be judge.
X. Okder.—When pupils enter their respective rooms,
before the time for opening school, thev shall conduct them-
selves with due decorum. Thev shall not indulge in scuffling,
whistling, boisterous noise, or loud talk in the school building.
XI. Personal Neatness and Cleanliness.—Among
tiie pupils special attention shall be paid to personal neatness
and cleanliness. The use of tobacco in any form, by teacher
or pupils, is expressly prohibited. Any child coming to school
without proper attention being given to cleanliness, or whose
clothes need repairing, siiall be sent home to be properlv fitted
for school.
XII. To AND PROM School.—Pupils shall be under the
jurisdiction of teachers to and from school.
Xni. Improper Conduct.—Anv pupil who shall, on or
around tiie school premises, use or write any profane or inde-
cent language, or draw anv obscene pictures or representation,
siiall be liable to suspension or expulsion.
XIV. Damage to School Property.—Any pupil guilty
of defacing or injuring the school property, shall pay in full
for all damages, and be liable to suspension.
XV. Inji^rious Habits and Conduct.—In all cases
where the conduct and habits of a pupil are found injurious to
associates, it shall lie the duty of the principal to suspend such
pupil from school, and at once report the case to the parent or
guardian and to the vSuperintendent.
XVI. Vaccination and Disease.—No scholar shall be
permitted to attend any school in this city who has not been
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duly vaccinated ; nor shall any scholar afflicted with any con-
tagious disease, or residing in a family afflicted with any such
disease, be permitted to attend until he has produced a certifi-
cate from some regular physician, stating that there is no dan-
ger to he apprehended from the same.
XVII. Absence from School.—Whenever an}- scholar
is absent from school, the teacher shall at once ascertain the
reason and if such absence be continued, and is not occasioned
by sickness or other sufficient cause, he shall report such ab-
sence to the proper authority enforcing the truant law-
XVIII. No scholar shall be allowed to remain in any school-
room during the noon intermission, unless the teacher is pres-
ent, or the special consent of the teacher is obtained.
XIX. Tuition.—Non-resident pupils, unless by a special
vote of the Board, shall be required to pay tuition as follows :
For a term of twelve weeks in the High school, $12 ; Gram-
mar schools, $8 ; Middle schools. $5 ; Primar}- and Suburban
Schools. $3 ; and at corresponding rates for fractional parts
thereof.
XX. Pupils who do not maintain a fair standing in their
classes by reason of absence, indolence, inattention, or lack of
previous preparation, mav be placed in a lower class on the
recommendation of tlie teacher and consent of the sub-com-
mittee and Superintendent.
SCHOOL TERMS.
I. Number of Terms.—The school year shall be divided
into three terms, which shall begin and end as follows, imless
changed by special vote of the Board.
II. Spring Term.—The Spring Term shall commence on
the second Monday in April, and continue twelve v^eeks.
III. Fall Term.—The Full Term,shall commence on the
third Monday in September, and continue twelve weeks.
IV. Winter Tkkm.—The Winter Term shall commence
on the last Monday in December, and continue twelve weeks.
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SCHOOL HOURS.
I. Sessions.—The session of all the schools shall be of five
hours' duration. The morning session shall begin at nine
o'clock, and the afternoon session at two o'clock, closing at
four o'clock.
II. Recess.—During the morning session there shall be a
recess of fifteen minutes, and during the afternoon session of
the Middle and Primary schools there shall be a recess of fif-
teen minutes. '
vacations and holidays.
I. Vacations.—There shall be a vacation following the
winter term, of two weeks; following the spring term, of
eleven weeks ; following the fall term, of three weeks.
II. On very stormy davs the school session will be omitted
in all grades. Notice will be given by the school bells at 8 :15
for no session in the forenoon, and at 1 :15 for no session in
the atternoon. For no session in the Evening schools, notice
will be given by the Spring street bell at 6 :15.
III. Holidays.—The following holidays sliall be granted
to the schools : Every Saturday, Twenty-second of February,
Fast Day, Memorial Dav, Fourth of July, Thanksgiving Day
and the day after, and Christmas.
ventilation.
I. Teachers must, at all seasons of the year, make the
ventilation and temperatiu'e of their school rooms an essential
object of attention. 77/f' a/r in the room mus^ be sufficiently
changed at every recess and at the close of everv session.
Pupils should in no case he allowed to sit in a draught of
air.
II. Every school room must be supplied with a thermome-
ter which will be furnished upon the application of any teacher
to the Superintendent. The thermometer shall be placed so
as to indicate, as nearly as possible, the average temperature
of the room.
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JAXITORS AND THEIR DUTIES.
This Board shall annually elect bv ballot one or more per-
sons to serve as janitors. It shall be the duty of the janitor
to have the charge of the heating apparatus and the water
works connected with the school houses, to keep the rooms
clean and well ventilated ; to take care of the school houses
and outbuildings ; to make minor and incidental repairs ; to lock
and unlock the doors ; to notify the committee on school
houses and supplies whenever fuel is needed, and to see that the
premises in general are kept in good order. They shall also
be subject to such special regulations, and perform such addition-
al duties in and about the premises, as the sub-committee on
their respective schools, or the Superintendent, may indicate.
RULES P^OR THE TEACHER OF MUSIC.
I. Vocal music shall be taught one-half hour each week in
each division of the Grammar, Middle and Primary schools of
the city, by the teacher of music, except in the second and
third Primary grades where the time may be reduced to fifteen
minutes each at the option of the Superintendent ; and in ad-
dition, fifteen minutes each day (excepting the day of the reg-
ular instruction by the Teacher of Music) shall be devoted to
musical instruction by the regular teacher, under the general
direction of the Teacher of Music ; and vocal music shall be
in all respects regarded as one of the regular studies of the
schools.
II. It shall be the duty of the Teacher of Music to call
special meetings of the teachers for the purpose of instructing
them, and for mutual consultation in regard to the teaching of
this service.
III. He shall, while he is in the school, have complete
charge of the same, and every teacher will be expected to aid
and assist in any way that he may direct.
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IV. No scholar will be excused from this exercise unless
an excuse is received from the Teacher of Music and sub-com-
mittee in the district to which he may belong.
V. During the time that he may have charge of the school
all the scholars will be subject to his government and discipline.
VI. He shall, monthlv, report progress to the Board at
their meetings, and in case any difficulty should arise between
himself and anv teacher, he shall report the same to the Super-
intendent without delay.
VII. He shall recommend to this Board, after a careful ex-
amination, some regular system of music. But he shall not
make any change of books or svstems until they have been re-
ferred to the committee on music, and have received the sanc-
tion of the Board. *
VIII. He shall have complete control of all the instru-
ments of music, charts, books, etc., which shall belong to the
city, and shall make it his special duty to see that proper care
is taken of the same, and, in case of any injurv or lough usage
to the same by any scholar or teacher, shall report the same to
the committee on music.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
Genti€177671 of the Board of Educatioii :
In submitting this school report for 1891, I am pleased to
acknowledge the adoption of some of the recommendations
made in the last report. Other matters of importance will be
noted here and I sincerely hope that they will have your serious
consideration.
Section 5 of the '' Rules for the Superintendent" reads,
— '' He shall annually prepare a written report for publication,
giving such information as to the character of the schools, and
presenting such plans for their improvement as he deems ad-
visable." The report, then, is not a pedagogical essay, writ-
ten with an eye single to the criticism of superintendents and
teachers. It should give to the Board ''^i7ifo7-niation as to the
character of tlie schools." From this basis it should present
'"'' pla7is for their improvement."
There is no specified time for reporting and reports have
been presented from December to March. Our school year
ends in June. Keeping in view the purpose of a report, I
would suggest that the natural time for presenting information
and plans is the meeting in July.
Our schools are well furnished with supplies necessary for
good work. The lack in apparatus, reference books and other
aids to the highest efficiency is gradually being filled. The
demand for new text books was larger than was anticipated.
Improvements have been made in several buildings. Con-
siderable money has been expended at the O'Donnell School.
The building has been painted, the inside walls tinted, a new
fence and a substantial granite wall added to the grounds.
Now a new sidewalk is needed. The Belvidere buildings
have been painted. At Edgeville paint and paper have made
decided changes. Water has been introduced here. Some
tinting has been done at the Harbor. A physical laboratory
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has been fitted up at the High School. Minor repnirs have
been made in other phices as needed.
A detailed statement of receipts and expenditures will be
found in the city report as usual. Total amount available
$51,217.15, expended $51,045.37, leaving an unexpended bal-
ance of $171.78. I have no new recommendations to make in
regard to buildings or supplies.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Hei"e the tone and spirit have improved appreciably during
the past year. The methods of instruction are generally ex-
cellent. The German seminar\- methods are beginning to pre-
vail in our best schools everywhere and to foster the spirit of
personal, original research^ special advantages are necessarv.
If the High School could have a better working librar}' of its
ovv'n, I am sure that- results would be better. In the tlepart-
ments of history and literature the present librar\- is deficient.
The Public Library does what it can but is not always accessi-
ble or convenient. I recommend that the Board look into this
matter and take proper measures to supply the need. Here is
a grand opportunity for the alumni or other generous friends to
confer a lasting benefit upon the school. Supt. Davis in 1871
intimated that the Noyes Medal Fund could l)e appropriated
to some such use with more material assistance to tlie cause of
popular education. The advantage of medals, especially as
here awarded, is doubtful. Possibly a conference might bring
about a change in the use of the proceeds of this fund.
The school should have a plate, steel or lithographic, for
the diplomas of the graduating class. The diplomas last year
were a makeshift. A good telescope would aid the astronomy
class.
The graduating exercises would gain in simplicity and
power, if, in addition to the salutatory and valedictory parts,
with music by the whole school, some speaker of dignity, wis-
dom and eloquence could address the class.
I have no list of expenses of any pupil graduating but it
seems as if the cost of graduation to the pupils is excessive.
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Such trifles have deterred pupils from completing the course
in other places. It may he so here.
Tli*e reception of the graduating class by the alumni would
he more appropriate than the present arrangement.
I iieartily approve the report for this school v\diich the prin-
cipal has kindly sent to me.
OTHER DAY SCHOOLS.
The year has been one of quiet progress. The work is evo-
lutiotiary rather than revolutionary. On the part of the
teachers there seems to be a general desire for the best, a wil-
lingness to work, a loyalty to the schools. At times, a broader
spirit, a clearer insight, a deeper realization of duty, an un-
scllisii helpfulness, would make for truer harmony. On the
whole, however, our schools seem to be exceptionally free
from friction, irritations and avoidable vexations. It is well,
too, for there never can exist a thoroughly good school where
tliscontent and discord prevail, or where the spirit of concord
tlwells not. I'he child certainly, takes on the character of his
environment and is fashioned into the likeness of those in
closest contact with him. Therefore we should seek most for
the spirit of the school and base our judgments upon this. I
believe an ambitious spirit, a generous spirit, a hopeful spirit,
an ennobling spirit, in a word, the true spirit, is living and
growing in our scliools. May this continue. Aid and grati-
tude to the teachers who are fostering it.
Discipline improves. Certain rooms are not what they
should be, but in many rooms the methods and tone are de-
cidedly superior to the conditions last year.
The attendance is slightly better than last year. No serious
epidemic has afflicted us severely enough to close any schools,
but considerable absence is due to minor ailments. The cases
of tardiness and dismissal are too numerous by far. Teachers
appreciate this fact and are striving to reduce them. For the
Truant Officer I have words of commendation only.
All cases of contagious disease are I'eported to the Board of
Health. An arrangement should be made with that Board by
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which the School Department would be notified of such cases,
to the end that pupils from infected families may be kept from
school until the danger is past. *
The Course of Study adopted in December, 1890, is work-
ing successfully. Minor modifications and adjustments have
to be made, for a course is a growth, not a manufacture.
Special attention has been called to the writing. The re-
sults as vet are unsatisfactory but improvement is to be seen all
along. Little change has taken place in the chawing except
that Prang's "'Complete Course" is now in use. Miss Balch,
of Cambridge, gave two talks on this subject to the teachers in
the early fall. Her methods were superior and there was in-
spiration in her presence. I would renew m\ plea for a regu-
lar teacher of drawing.
The work in music receives my entire approbation. The
results iiXQ. gaining in all grades, but I doubt if any city is se-
curing better work in Grade I than Nashua. Tlie director and
superintendent have such frequent conferences that the whole
work is well known. The regular teachers deserve high com-
mendation for their zeal in this department. With this word
of approval and support for our efficient head of this depart-
ment, I refer you to the report he has submitted.
Much lias been said recently regarding Nature study, but in
most places comparatively little has been done. Our teachers
are trying to develop some sensible plans foi' the conduct of
this work. All grades are attempting something. The draw-
ing that is incidentally taken in this connection is important
also. Later, in the Spring Term, I hope to bring before your
Board some report upon this subject, as well as some others.
At present the work is largely experimental. The teachers
have sent to the office written plans whicii they are now carry-
ing out.
One need in our schools is more time for sttidy by the pupil.
Teachers, too, often neglect such aid and explanation as are
necessary until the child has '"studied liis lesson." Thus even
so much study becomes unintelligent and inefi'ectual. The pu-
pil has no clear conception of his work, of what he has to do,
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tor what he is to be accountable. Discrimination is to be made
between teaching and hearing lessons, l)etween studying and
staring at a book, between well-directed attentive etlbrt and
labored repetition of text. Some serious thought by the
teacher as to the etid and means of education will do wonders
for the pupil, even if the mathematical precision and overpow-
ering accuracv of his ''average for promotion" sutler. Every
child should acquire an intelligent use of books, his ordinary-
working tools. A graduate of the High School should be able
to approach a subject within his range intelligently and to
studv it etfectively.
The reading is improving throughout the grades generally.
The importance of the subject seems to be recognizetl by the
teachers. Variet\ of reading matter sustains the interest anil
the silent reading, as conducted, develops the thought-getting
powers of pupils. All book work depends upon ability to
read, therefore great stress is laid here.
In the physical training more s\stematic and satisfactory
work has been done, attributable to the definite instructions
given to the regular teachers b\ the special instructor. Teach-
eis should aim to give this work careful studv and carr\' out all
plans as acciu-atelv as possible. I fear some do not.
History and geography are assuming greater interest and
importance. It shoidd be so, for geography treats of the earth,
the home of man, and historv of human events. Higginson
says of historv : 'Tf the subject loses all its charms by oiu"
handling, the fault is ours, and we should not blame the
child."
Intelligent work in arithmetic and language is increasing.
Only careful, protracted examination can give one an adequate
idea of just what is doing in the schools. Anvthing more than
the merest hints in regard to the ordinary work would undu.l\-
enlarge this report. The tendency of discipline and instruc-
tion is in the right direction. We are not dissatisfied, but lui-
satisfied, and may look for progress in the future.
Another change has been made in the method of promoting
pupils below the High School. In this scheme, to be foimd at the
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close of this report, is nothing new, original or experimental.
.Substantially it is in operation in man\- places, and has the
sanction ot the highest authority. The pupil is made to de-
pend fully upon himself, the teacher must use discretion,
sound sense and good judgment.
The gradeil svstem of schools is not wholly excellent.
While pupils are carefully graded, an attempt is made to allow
pupils worthy and able to progress in advance of their grade.
I still think as last year that a mixed grade would be a blessing
to us. Several pupils this year, absent for considerable peri-
ods, have found themselves too far advanced for the work of
one grade, and unqualified for the next. Special work would
help the pupil and prevent waste of time and discouragement.
'I'he rule of admitting pupils to Giade I at the beginning of
Fall and Spring Terms only, uidess qualified to enter some
existing class, is in operation. I believe no .mistake was made
in adopting this regulation. Owing to ignorance of the ex-
istence of such a lule on the }:)art of the parents, the spirit,
rather than the letter, has been kept.
The arrangement of rooms is practically the same as last
year. A Grade VIII was opened at Arlington .Street. Grade
VI at Mt. Pleasant was divided. Grades II and III at Arling-
ton Street and Harbor became so large that an assistant was
])ut in each room.
Much discussion arises in the schools as to just when a pu-
pil is absent, tardy or dismissed. I would ask that the Board
give an official definition of these terms applicable to our
schools.
Confusion arises also in the assignment of pupils. I under-
stand that the proper sub-committee intends to adjust this mat-
ter.
The no-recess plan (out-door recess) is being tried at Main
Street School and is thus fiir proving highly satisfactory to
teachers and pupils
In some schools are children who for various reasons, men-
tal and moral, should be excluded from associating with ordi-
nary chiklren. A problem difficult of solution is what to do
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with them. I shall bring some of these cases to the attention
of the proper sub-committees.
EVENING SCHOOLS.
Labor certificates are now granted on attendance at even-
ing schools. We admit that one and one-half hours of instruc-
tion in an evening school is equivalent to five hours' work in a
day school. The reports for 1881 and 1887, and others, dwell
on this subject. The evening school should be and remain a
potent factor in our educational plan. A regrading of classes,
a broadening of the course, an elevating of the teaching here,
would draw in those who feel the need of additional equip-
ment for the work they have to do, and desire to make up for
the lack of early advantages. There is good work done in
our evening schools. The teaching force is not responsible
for the present state of afiairs. The wrong thing is being em-
piiasized. I would ask that tiiis v\diole subject be carefuUv
gone over before the schools open in September.
My relations with the teachers of all grades and schools have
been remarkably pleasant and agreeal)le. Notliing has marred
the barmcMiy and the work has been much liglitened by the
spirit manifested. I would thank the teachers heaitily for their
kindness, 103'alty. willingness to accept cheerfully and to act
promptly upon suggestions. I trust that tliese mutuallv help-
ful conditions mav continue.
SUB-PRIMARY GRADE.
A large portion of children get but three 3ears or less of
school. A vital problem, then, is the saving of time, how to
save a vear. An efiectual means for this lies in a school pre-
paratory to tlie primary, admitting pupils four years of age.
Let the subjects and methods be after the model of the true
kindergarten. The impetus given to the whole ciiild is per-
manent and wholesome. Remembering the worse than no
education that falls to the lot of so manv children, it is our
duty to the communitv and the state to provide some proper
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agency for dealing with these young children. Our primary
grades would be better. I quote Judge A. S. Draper, State
Superintendent of New York : "We must prepare to do the
best work in the first years. If there is unusual care or ex-
pense it must be there. The greatest expertness must be put
wliere it reaches the greatest number and performs the more
lasting and consequential work. We must proceed as though
each year may be the last one the child will have the benefit
of the school. We must touch him on all sides of his many-
sitled nature.
The kindergarten is feasible. It is not incongruous with
otiitr work. It opei^ates at an age when parents will be glad
to have children in school. It not only lengthens their time
in school, Init the results are otherwise extraordinary. It
arouses an interest in natural objects. It cultivates social
amenities and asserts mutuality of rigiits and obligations. It
quickens the moral sense. It sharpens the observing and per-
ceptiye faculties. It stimulates and trains the constructive
powers. It trains the eye to exactness and the hand to deft-
ness at an age when such training is effective, and influences
the whole after life. If we would put a kindergarten at tiie
hrst end of the course and follow it with industrial drawing
through the primary and grammar grades, we should be doing
what is entirely practicable, and we should be doing about as
much in the way of manual training as the public schools can
fully be expected to do."
Here is something of importance upon wiiich much has been
said, and for which recently much has been done. I trust tha^
it is not presumptuous in me to ask that a special committee
study and report upon the feasibility of sub-primary schools
for Nashua.
TRAINING SCHOOL.
In accordance with the instructions from this Board, a train-
ing class was organized October 1. Five young ladies began
in the class and four are still members. Another year would
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probably find nianv more. The class lias been in the school
rooms for three days each week, when not substituting, and
has met the Superintendent for lessons two hours each week.
The whole scheme was in the way of experiment. Another
year, if necessary, as I hope it will not be, improvements and
more definite results will be plamied for, based upon this yeai-'s
experience. The young; ladies seem interested. No complaint
of any sort has arisen in I'egard to any part of the work.
While additional time, particularly out of school hours, for
preparation and labor on the part of the Superintendent are
required. I feel that it pays.
The plan is much better than nothing, very much l)etter.
But the fact remains that the work must of necessit}^ be sciappy
and incomplete. In tiie report for 1871 , Dr. E. F. McQiiesten
as clerk, argues for a training school. Succeeding Superin-
tendents have offered ple?s and plans, but still nothing seems
to be done. Why .^ It cannot be a matter of expense, for with
a Principal receiving a good salary and an efficient assistant,
the cost of such a school is less than that of any other. Surely
nobody believes now-a-da3'S that teachers are born, any more
than doctors or lawyers. Some are betteradaptetl to this work
than others. Experts in teaching are produced as other experts
are. I earnestly ask that in regard to this matter also, a com-
mittee may go overtlie whole ground and report upon the need
and expediency of a Training School. I am confident that all
•who studv this problem carefullv will see the need and realize
the inestimable benefit such a school would be to our teaching-
force.
TEACHERS MEETINGS.
There have been seventeen general meetings of the teachers
during the year. A perfunctory teachers' meeting is chilling
and depressing. It is liardly right to ask teachers to come long
distances for form's sake. I'he endeavor has been to make
these meetings helpful and an aid. Gi'ade meetings, also, tak-
ing up in detail each grade's work and in each subject, are be-
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ing held and will continue. I would renew my request of last
vear, that means be furnished to invite occasionally some edu-
cator from abroad to talk to our teachers.
CONCLUSION.
Special reports, statistical information, and other matter will
be found in the appendix. It is hoped that the work of the
past year has been along the right lines, and that the recom-
mendations and suggestions here made will be speedily and
carefully considered.
I thank the Board of Education for many favors, strong sup-




REPORT OF HIGH SCHOOL.
To the Siiperhitciicfcut
.
Sir :— In response to \our request I respectfully submit the
following report ot' the High School for the year ending De-
cember, 1891 :
I believe the school to have had a fairly successful year, and
to beat present in a prosperous condition. The school seems
to be steadilv increasing in numbers.
Entire enrollment: Fall 1889, 112; Fall 1890, 130; Fall
1891, 150.
The school is, however, still small in proportion to the pop-
ulation of the city.
The percentage of attendance has been high throughout
the year, exceptionally so during the Fall term—a fact which
speaks emphaticallv for the health of our young people
—
I may, perhaps, sav, for the good sanitary condition of our
city.
There is nothing for which I have more earnestly lal)ored in
the two and a half vears of my connection with the school,
than to secure on the part of the pupils a manly interest in the
school's legitimate work. T cannot be satisfied until I see my
scholars earnestly applying themselves to the work ot self-
educatiou^ looking upon the school and all its appointments
as an ojjportunitv of inestimable value, and upon their teach-
ers, not as police officers, drill-sergeants, and task-masters,
but as guides, counsellors and friends. I think I aiu justified
in saving that at the present time I see a fair degree of this
rational interest in scholastic work ; but there is large room
for improvement. With far too many, school duties arc cpiite
secondary in importance—amusemenls. social diversions, or
business interests holding the first i:ilace. I speak of this sub-
ject here, not only to report the facts, but in the hope that I
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may appeal to parents who have children in the school to co-
operate intelligently with the teachers, in their endeavor to
change the work of school from task-lahor and spiritless ron-
tine, to something willing, hearty, enjoyable.
It gives me pleasure to state that we now have, out of a
senior class of twenty, seven fitting for College or Technolog-
ical school ; and we have had at one lime or another since
vSeptember four post-graduates, members of the class of '91.
Two young men are fitting for Harvard, one in the class of
'!)2. the other in '93. I believe that our course of study is such
that a bo\- can fit for our most exacting colleges, with but very
little special work outside of the regular class exercises. A
High School in New Hampshire, supported by a city of 20,-
000 inhabitants, ought in my judgment to afl'ord to the youth
of that city an adequate preparation for entering the best insti-
tutions of liberal learning.
I believe that the school is doing increasingly good \\ork in
natural science. I was much gratified last summer at the ready
response of the Board to my request that a modest physical
laboratory be fitted up. The room so prepared is affording
facilities for much better \vork than could be done before, not
only in Physics, but also in Physiology and Botany.
It was useil once a week the past term by the senior class in
Physiolog\- for simple dissection work, with most satisfactory
results. Scalpel and microscope afforded the means for in-
dependent research, and yielded such fruits as never can come
from the conning of text books. And this is incidental to the
main purpose of the laboratory, which is for the better prose-
cution of the studies in Physics. I^he room has been used
daily for classes pursuing this study, and nearly every appli-
ance has already been in demand.
It is in my judgment desirable to raise the stantlard of require--
meuts for promotion and graduation. I would make the school
accessible to all who can get any benefit from it ; I would not
have the accidents of sickness, or physical infirmity, debar a
pupil from progress; I wouldmake rules elastic enough to se-
cure to each pupil all the advantages that he will avail himself
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of. but I would not ofler a reward foi^ sloth. I would not give
the school's diploma until it had been earned. That diploma
should be made to mean what is stated on the face of it—
a
completed course of study.
I trust that some rule in regard to this matter will soon be
adopted by the Board which will debar a scholar from gradu-
ating unless he shall have maintained a fair standing in each
required study of one, or other, of the general courses.
It may surprise some persons to be told that the Spring
Street building, commodious and excellent as it is, does not
fully meet the demands of the High School. The rooms of
the third floor are now in use more than half of each day, ne-
cessitating a great deal of going up and down stairs. The
chemical and physical laboratories are at the widest possible
remove from each other—one in the basement, the other on
the third floor. The chemical laboratory is not at all adequate
to the work that we desire to do, chiefly for want of proper
ventilation. A chemical laboratory in which one cannot make
noxious gases with inpunity hardly deserves the name. Our
laboratory has no means of ventilation excepting the windows,
and I do not see how an adequate flue could be provided ex-
cept by building a new chimney from basement to roof. But
the most serious defect in our present situation is, perhaps,
the combining grammar grades with the High School. The
two are much better ofl' if organized separately, eacli under its
own principal. I have no plan to suggest in this connection,
but I throw out these remarks in the hope that the subject
may get a hearing in the Board and in the community, and in
due time bear fruit in the shape of more adequate accommo-
dations for a school which I trust the people of Nashua desire






REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF MUSIC.
Nashua, N. H., January 1st, 1892.
Mr. Fred Gozving^ Sjiperintendeitt of ScJiools :
Dear Sir :—This, mv second annual report marks the close
of a vear of much labor and commendable progress.
Each term written tests have been given in the Granunar and
Intermediate grades, which show that the citv average increased
from forty-three per cent, the first term to eighty-three per cent
the last term.
Nothing could have conduced to so great an advance but
the enthusiastic work of pupils, the mutual helpfulness of
teachers, and the fullest co-operation of all.
"Where a special teacher is employed, success cannot be at-
tained by the special teacher- unassisted. The special teacher
is responsible for the general plan of work ; for gradual and
logical advance in its assignment to the schools ; for the clear
and systematic presentation of matter, and for special effort to
have equal progress in all schools of the same grade. The
regular teacher is responsible, so far as her class is concerned,
for the support and prosecution of the general plan of the
special teacher ; for the dailv undivided attention of the
schools to the details of the work as outlined bv the special
teacher ; for suitable practice and drill from day to day, and
for keeping the elementary principles of the subject in as fre-
quent review as they may require ; thus the responsibility of
success is divided."
That the pupils have worked with enthusiasm ; that the mu-
tual helpfulness of the teachers has been maintained ; that the
Director has received the fullest co-operation in his woik ; and
that the greatest harmony has prevailed, is evidenced bv the
results obtained.
I can but inadequately express my appreciation of, and ad-
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miration for, the whole-souled, sympathetic and earnest devo-
tion of most of the teachers to the service.
If it has been my privilege to lead them in any measure to
realize that music is not of value to the school room as a means
of recreation, but for its educational merits as an instrument
for the greater development of the mind ; that it is not essen-
tial for the advancement of a school in music that the teacher
be able to sing herself, but that it may be taught like anv other
science or art, I am content, and cheerfully accord to them
who have courageously borne the burdens of the vear whatever
meed of praise attaches to these results as wholly theirs.
With the love and respect of my pupils, co-operation, of
teachers, solicitous attention of the Superintendent, liberality
of the Committee on Music, support of the Board of Educa-'
tion, and kindly expression of the citizens at large, the great-
est possible success must in time attend this branch of public
instruction.
MEMORIAL DAY.
On Memorial Day the High and Grammar schools assem-
bled at the call of the Superintendent in Higli School hall to
the number of about six hundred, to listen to a most interest-
ing and instructive lecture upon the lessons of the day bv Col.
E. J. Copp.
This grand chorus of six hundred voices at tliis time, ren-
dered with orchestral accompaniment two selections, "Peace
to the Brave," and ''Lift up Thine Eyes Unto the Hills."
It is to be regretted that the seating capacitv of the hall nec-
essarily deprived the citizens of the opportunity of listening to
this grand chorus. Words cannot express the thrilling influ-
ence of the occasion, and an attempt would ill become your
Director otherwise than in commendation of the efforts of the
pupils.
teachers' institute.
During the winter term the Hillsborough County Teachers'
Institute was held in High School hall. On the evenings of
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February •25th, 26th and 27th, complimentary thirty-minute
preludes to the lectures were given by the following local
artists and orchestra: February 25th, M'lle Albina Lucier, so-
prano, Miss Jennie H. Barker, violinist, Miss Anna L. Me-
lendy pianist and accompanist. Miss Cora Browne, pianist,
Mr. E. M. Temple, tenor; February 26th, Y. M. C. A. Or-
chestra, Dr. C. H. Baldwin leader, Miss Lottie Flummer,
reader; February 27tii, Mrs. Anna March Danforth, soprano,
Miss Gertrude Hooper contralto. Miss Marion Tolles, violin-
ist, Mrs. J. H. Tolles pianist and accompanist.
These preludes deserve more than a passing notice, not only
for their artistic excellence, but for their educational influence
as well. Many pupils of the schools were in attendance, and
by this public manifestation on the part of these artists of rec-
ognized ability, and position, of the deep interest felt in the
advancement of the art among our young, an influence of last-
ing greatness was exerted.
That the musicians of our city in so large a number, and
with such unity of feeling, should thus supplement the work
of the'teachers in our schools, and courteously decline any re-
muneration other than the consciousness of having honored
their art by lending their aid and example to public instruction,
is worth}' of note, and in behalf of the schools and citizens I
desire to express to one and all our appreciation of so courte-
ous and timely an act.
HIGH SCHOOL.
l^he work in the High School is constantly improving. Sup-
plementary music selected from the compositions of the best
masters has been studied from week to week, and the school
bids fair at no distant day to develop a chorus of no mean
proportions, and considerable ability.
At the graduating exercises in June, the members of the
graduating class rendered to the credit of themselves and the
school, Schumann's "Gipsy Life," op. 29, and Geaveart's "Fare
well to the Sea." two selections of a higher order and ""reater
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difficulty than is often attempted on such occasions.
During the summer vacation, the instrument that foi- twenty-
years and more has served the school, was replaced by a new
Mason & Hamlin concert grand piano. It is claimed that
owing to the new system of stringing exclusively used in these
instruments knoyyn as the "Screw Stringei- System," they
possess a remarkable capacity for withstanding the etl'ects of
atmospheric changes ; a most important consideration in the
selection of an instrument in a place of so varying a tempera-
ture as High School hall.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
All of the Grammar School grades are in their respective
positions in the revised course of stuch . At tlie opening of
the Fall term, 1891, the old 4th music reader used in the eighth
and ninth grades was exchanged for the new 4th reader of the
same series.
''Tn the earlier stages of school music when the old 4th was
arranged the boy voice was but little recognized in om' gram-
mar schools. To-day, however, the boy alto and bass sections
are an important factor in all upper grade work.
It has been proven by experience and is manifested in our
schools day after day, that boys who have been properly
trained in sinsfinsf throug^h all the grades lo\e to sino', antl take
pritle in carrying the part assigned them, and all goes well as a
rule with only the difficulty attendant upon all studies, until
the voices of some of the older bovs begin to enter the muta-
tion stage, with a consequent lowering of pitch and contrac-
tion of range of limitation.
The voices of the eldest boys have perhaps passed quite
through the transition period and become bass voices, these
somewhat limit in range and at the\ same time so stiange in
sound-color when contrasted with the voice before mutation as
to render its possessor some\yhat doubtful whetjier tiie voice he
hears when he speaks or sings belongs to him or to some lad.
These conditions tend to breed a lack of confidence on the
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part of young singers ; of the former class by reason of the
unstable character of their voices ; the latter class because of a
new possession
—
tJie 7nan voice^ which they find at first quite
cuniberous and not so flexible and easy of management in into-
nation as was the soprano voice of earlier vears.
These boys with limited range do not like to find themselves
obliged to leave out one, two, or three, or more measures here
and there, because of notes too high and too low in pitch, such
experiences being to them a source of mortification and dis-
cour agement.
The new 4th music reader recognizes these truths gathered
from the experience and observation of many years' teaching,
and while with respect to all the voices due regard has been
paid to limitation of range exceedingly great care has been
exercised in the case of the boy altos and the basses that they
may find no notes requiring a pitch beyond their range either
too high or too low.
Thus these pupils are not subjected to trials so disastrous to
enthusiastic effort, but are ever invited to increased activity by
reason of the perfect adaptation of the work to the needs of
each voice."
I believe the renewed interest which the introduction of this
book has awakened in the boys of the eighth and ninth grades
will ere long develop sight singing in F clef such as our
schools have not vet known.
INTERMEDIATE AND PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
VV^ith few exceptions the Intermediate grades and all of the
Primary grades are in their rcspective.positions in the revised
course of study.
If the best possible results are to be obtained in our High and
Grammar Schools, it is in the Primary schools tliat the foun-
dation must be laid. For many years primary w^ork in music
has consisted largely of rote singing; that is, singing by imi-
tation ; ami init little has been attempted in siglit work until
the third or fourth school \ear.
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Believing that a certain amount of sight singing could not
onl\- be developed during the child's Jirst year at school, but
could he more easily developed than at a later period, your
Director at the opening of the last year arranged a course of
study for the first grades intended to develop on the part of
the class the ability to deliver with the voice any sound in the
major scale from once lined c to twice lined c at sight of the
representation of that sound in the stat^' notation.
This work embraced a knowledge of the start, G clef, pitch
names, scale names, syllables, measures, bars, double bars,
time, signatures, 2-4, 3-4, two and three part measure, quarter
and half notes and rests, beating and counting time, and the
use of the Mason time names.
As sight singfino-, or note reading, is analogous to word read-
ing, and rote singing is analogous to talking, and as it is nec-
essary for a teacher to talk with her class that they may learn
to use their voices naturally and pleasantly and to call out their
imagination, so it is necessary that the} should ha\e a proper
amount of rote singing to the same end ; the fifteen minutes
devoted to music each day by the regular teacher was divided
into major and minor periods of ten and five minutes respect-
ivelv, the former being assigned to the sight woik and the lat-
ter to the rote work.
Starting with the knowledge possessed by tlie child -'one
sound" we led him "trom the known to tlie unknown" by
teaching him to deliver that sound with his voice at the sight
of the representation of that sound in the notation.
When this was accomplished he was led to recognize one
other sound differing from the former only in pitch, being one
tone higher than the one with which he was already familiar.
He was then taught to deliver this second sound with his
voice at sight of the representation of that sound inthe notation.
When familiar with these two sounds and their representa-
tion upon the stafi, he was exercised in their combination.
Next a third sound and its representation was developed,
after which the pupil was exercised in the combinations of the
three sounds, and thus the work continued until the desired fa-
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miliaritv with the eight sounds of the scale and their combi-
nations and representations was assured.
The development of measure was then undertaken, rirst
"the thing, then the sign of the thing," which led to melodic
periods of four and eight measures, upon which the pupil was
duly exercised.
At the close of the year, to ascertain w'hether oi- not the
work had been accomplished, invitations were sent to the
members of the Board of Education, Superintentlent of Schools,
and prominent musicians of the city to assemble at one of tlie
recitation rooms for this purpose.
Each guest was invited to bring a composition, original or
otherwise, in the key of C, in two-part or three-part measure,
in quarter and half notes and rests, not exceeding eight meas-
ures in length.
At the appointed time and place one of the members of the
class was requested by a gentleman present to receive the com-
positions which had been brought. rhey were then deposited
by the child in a hat given him for that purpose and by him
taken to a second child who drew by chance one of the folded
slips and brought it to the Director at the blackboard.
The paper on being opened disclosed the following exer-
cise :
II was then placed upon the board and the Director retired
to the back of the room.
The children were then catechised individualh- relative to
the staff, clef, time, signature, measures, bars, double bars,
etc.. without disclosing a single child unfamiliar with the sub-
ject.
They were next required to read the exercises individually
by pitch name and scale name which evoked but one failure.
Position was then taken for beating time. This consisted
of an erect position on the part of the pupil with the left hand
grasping the left lower corner of the desk, while the mo-
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tions indicated l)v time signature were described from the'
wrist bv the rise and tall ot" the other hand at the lower right
corner ot" the desk.
The exercises were thus read in concert three times. The class
naming successively the motion of the hand (Down, Up), and
the number of those motions, (One, Two), after which the
notes were named 1)\' the use of the Mason time names (Ta
Ta). a note being indicated b\- a spoken sound and a rest by
silence.
In this work no sound was audible at the rests and but one
hand discovered out of motion with the others.
VVhen this was concluded position was taken for singing,
twice, lined c, soundetl bv the pitch pipe, and the exercise in-
stantly attacked by the class and correctly solminized (sung
throughout by syllable) in a moderate tempo.
The following exercise was then drawn from the hat. placed
upon the board and sung with equal facility :
As a further test, the New Second Series charts of the Na-
tional Music course, was placed before them, and the Hrst nine
pages correctly sung at sight.
The total number of the class was twenty-seven, and but
one was absent on this occasion. The average age was six
and a quarter years.
SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.
The schools of the suburbs are to-day in a much more satis-
factory condition than they were one year ago.
Owing to their ungraded condition the systematic work of
the schools of the city proper can hardly be attempted nor
work of their uniformity expected.
The course in each school is adapted to the needs of that




It is to be regretted that our public sciiool s\ stem docs not
foster a Kindergarten, but in all Hrst grades at the opening of
the second term of the vear two divisions are formed, and all
pupils who are not to be promoted placed in the second division
with which kindergarten work in music is undertai-;ei) pie-
parator\- to the sight work of the following ^ ear.
NEW SCHKDUI,E.
The opening of another room at Arlington Street and other
changes necessitated at the beginning of the Fall term a new
schedule of appointments.
Under tiie old schedule Hfteen minutes each dav was dexoted
by the regular teacher to music in the several classes, andthirtv
minutes l)v the Director at his periodical visits.
It was discovered that many classes and possibh some teach-
ers regarded the lesson given bv the Director at his periodical
visit as the music lesson of the week, and looked upon the
Jaily work in music as of but little consequence.
It was also found that being obliged to be at a given room
at a given day and hour, badl}- handicapped the service, in
that the uniformitv of the work oftentimes required the atten-
tion of the Director where his schedule woidd not allow liim
to go ; thus the weak classes snfl'ered at the hands of the strong
ones.
It was therefore recommended to \our committee that the
schools of the city be regarded as one great class, so far as
music is concerned, with many divisions ; that the daih music
period of each division or class be extended from fifteen min-
utes to twenty minutes, that the Director consulting the prin-
cipals of buildings, arrange these daily music periods, so that
no two in any one buildingshould occur at the same hour in the
dav ; that the Director \ isit each class at their daily music pe-
riod as often as his duties would })ermit ; that each teachei-
officially report in her register such visits as she does those of
the Superintendent, and that the Director forward to the Su-
u
perintendent monthly, in writing, a report of the same.
Inasmuch as the pupils know not when the visit of the Di-
rectoi- may take place, the daily work in music is now regarded
as equal in importance with that of the dav of the Director's
visit, and music is looked upon bv both teachei" and pupil as a
daily instead of a weekly artair.
While this new schedule requires more going about from
building to building, and in many ways entails greater labor
on the part of the Di lector, it has in the past three months
clearly demonstrated the wisdom of the committee in its trial.
I believe that no one thing done for the service in Nashua will
prove of greater or more lasting benefit than this. Rooms
have not only been visited more frequently than under the old
schedule, but just when the visit was needed by that particular
room
.
As the only musical instruction received by the pupils of
the Higii School is that given bv the Director, his visits here
are made periodicallv to the four classes collectively in High
School hall, tiie time devoted to the stud\' being the same as
last ^ear.
CONCLUSION.
It has been said that "the unity of value in everv school
system is the amount of benefit conferred upon the individual
child ;" therefore, the unity of value in musical instruction is
the amount of benefit conferred upon the individualpupil, and
not upon the members of a class collectively.
To this end a record is kept by the Director of the work of
every pupil in the Grammar and Intermediate grades and the
attention of each pupil is called to his or her work as there
shown at least once everv term.
Each pupil is thereby led to see that he or she is not regard-
ed by the Director as a fractional part of some one class, but
as an individual with individual responsibilities.
At the close of the school year all the pupils from the first
to the ninth grades inclusive, were individualh examined with
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reference to their ability to stand l)eibre their respecti^'e classes
and sing alone the major scale. Three lumdred and thirty-
three pnpils were nnable to take the test, which I think is
larger per cent with leference to the number examined than is
usually found.
It is believed that the close of the present year will show a
decrease.
Under the new schedule for promotions, credit is given in
daily work in music for faithfulness, application and industry,
the pupil's best etlbrt being represented by 100, the highest
mark attainable.
The weak places of the service are stronger now than a year
ago.
^
Teachers meetings have been held as often as the work
required, and a complete course of study arranged to meet the
needs of the training class.
The cost per pupil the past year has been a fraction over
thirty cents, which is small indeed, when it is considered that
this instruction is not temporary but lasting; all churches, so-
cieties and gatherings of every kind sooner or later reaping
the benefits.
'•Every one likes to have his children sing at home, and much
more shoidd he delight in the knowledge of the fact that they
know what thev sing and why they sing as they do.
That his children should have the benefit of an elementary
musical education, is not only a privilege, but a right that




REPORT OF DRAWING TEACHER.
J/;-. Fred Goiving :
Dear Sir :—The evening drawing scliool opened with a class
of fiftv-five. two ladies and fifty-three men.
The average attendance has been thirty-five.
There are three instructors—Messrs. C. M. Ke\s. H. D.
Melendy and G. C. Shattnck.
While the attendance is not what 1 would like, I think at the
close of the year we shall be able to show a fair amount of
work accomplished.
You spoke in your note about attaining regularity of attend-
ance. I do not see how anything can be done this year, but






REPORT OF SUB-COMMITTEE ON REVISION.
Your conimittee are profound!}' impressed with the import-
ance of having a high quality of instruction in the lower
grades of our public schools. The school days of the vast
majority of children are ended at fourteen years of age or undert
Th.e multitudes that throng the seats of higher learning arebu-
a drop in the bucket of the rising generation. The primary
and grammar school teachers handle the great mass of pupils.
Everybody's child goes to tiiem. Indeed, the more primary
the grade, the denser the multitude of children who crowd it.
As instruction advances and widens, the numbers who are able
to receive it diminish. Tims the lower grades reach the larg-
est number. They deal with the child's mind at its freshest,
most acute period. They lay the groundwork for future pro-
gress. The teachers in these grades are imparting to the whole
rising generation the instruction which the children of all,
poor and rich, laborers and business men, indeed of every class
of our citizens, possess in common.
Your committee think that the importance of these facts is
not duly estimated. It seems to us a grave fault in our public
school system that both the standard of qualification and the
pay of primar}^ teachers are fixed at the lowest point, and to
make the error worse, a teacher who displays ability in the
primary schools is at once promoted to the charge of older
scholars. Logically, promotion ought to run the other way,
and the ablest and most experienced workmen should be set at
laying foundations. Practically, the graduate fresh from the
curriculum is the most Competent instructor of advanced
classes in routine work. The tutors in our great colleges are
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mostly recent graduates. Thev are •up" in all the conven-
tionalities of the scholastic fashion of the hour. But it takes
the average graduate a vear or two to translate the artificialities
of the schools into the practical uses of life ; and it is in that
transition state that he or she is set to teach young minds fresh
from nature. The most distinguished and successful masters
of great schools have usuallv been noted for giving strict per-
sonal attention to the youngest pupils.
Your committee are not prepared to recommend a general
increase of salaries, for all teachers indiscriminately, in grades
below the High school. This w^ould increase the expense,
without increasing the efficiency. There is already too much
of the machine about our schools. We welcome order and
system in school work, but this may be carried out so rigidly
as to crush the individual pupil. The ideal of education
which some teachers seem to possess is to reduce the pupils'
minds to a dead level of uniformitv, to turn them out like a
row of peas in a pod or like bullets from the same mould.
We submit that the purpose of education is to lead the child's
mind to open and expand in its own natural way. It is not
to be reganled as an empty cistern, to be crammed vyith tacts.
Rather is it a living spring, to be uncovered and set flowing.
All information acquired by rote ought to be like the water
poured in to make the pumps suck, so that one cannot tell
from the outflow what was poured in from what is pumped up.
A school education is intended to set the stream of original
thought in continual flo\y. A fountain once unsealed finds its
own supplies bv its own methods, and no longer requires an
engineer.
It is of the first importance, then, that the teachers should
have a vital, personal interest in each pupil. The machine
teacher we do not want. So far from desiring to increase the
salaries of such, we think they should be dropped from our
lists. Warm, vital contact between teacher and pupil we hold
to be indispensable. Some of our primary and grammar
school teachers are doing excellent work in this way. They
recognize the individuality of each little mind They keep
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themselves informed of the most approved modern methods of
educating children. We think they are entitled to a larger
salarv than thev are receiving, to as large a salary as is paid
in anv other grade below the High School.
Our conclusions are that there is need of immediate reform
in the adjustment of teachers' salaries to their work. Living,
earnest, painstaking teachers should be well paid. Machine
teachers, who deaden and dull the pupils' minds, should be
weeded out of our schools. To carry out this reform, great
care, delicacv and patience would be required. The members
of such a committee, if the Board should think well to appoint
it, would be bound to visit the school rooms in person, and
constantly. If this were the only thing accomplished, it would
be worth the trial. They would be called on to exercise a ju-
dicial discrimination, and a Spartan-like firmness. They
would be expected to make to the full Board, with their rec-
ommendations of dismissal, reduction, or increase of salary,
as the case mav be, a full statement of the cau.ses which have
influenced their judgment.
Unless some members of the Board can be found, who* are
willing to undertake this thankless task, for the sake of our
children ; to devote time, work and anxious thought to weed-
ing out the misfit teachers, and securing the best teachers at
whatever cost : to arrange a sliding scale of salaries propor-
tioned not to grade but to efficiency, subject always of course
to the judgment of the full Board : unless such public spirited
men can be found among us, the reform had better not be at-
tempted at all. We believe, however, that, if such a com-
mittee will give this matter their personal and profound atten-
tion, the public schools of Nashua will enter upon a new era ;
teacher and pupil alike will be filled with a new enthusiasm
of education : and everv parent in our citv will have cause for














School Year Ending June 26. 1891.
day schools.
Length of School Year, 36 weeks.
Time lost on account of weather, etc., 14i^ days.
Actual number of week sessions, 33.1
Whole number of tliflerent pupils registered, 2512
Number of pupils attending two weeks or more, 2285
Average number belonging, 1861
Increase of same over last vear, 33
Average attendance, 1707
Increase over last vear, 58
Average per cent, of attendance, 91.7
Number of pupils who have not been absent, 103
Number of teachers who have attended Normal Schools, 12
Number of visits by local Superintendent. 459
Number of visits by local Committee, 64
Number of visits by parents and others, 2259
Largest number pupils in an}' class, (divided) 103
Smallest number pupils in any class, 7
Number of school buildings, . 17
Whole number school rooms occupied, 56
Whole number school rooms unoccupied, 3
Total square feet blackboard in use, 11,852
Average number feet per room, 219
Number classes containing but one grade, 41
Number classes containing two grades, 6
Number classes containing mixed grades, 8
Admitted by Superintendent's card, 540
EVENING SCHOOLS.
Length of school year, 24 weeks.
Actual number weeks sessions, 22.8
Whole number of pupils registered, 439
Whole number attending two weeks or more, 370
Average number belonging, 271
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Average attendance, 231
Per cent, of attendance, 85.2
Number of pupils not absent, 2
Visits bv Superintendent, 49
Visits by others, 94
TOTALS.
Whole number of pupils in all the schools of the city, day
and evening, 2951
Average number belonging, day and evening, 2132
Average attendance day and evening, 1938
Per cent, of attendance day and evening, 90.9
CORPORAL PUNISHMENTS.
Day school, 1889-90, 136
Day school, 1890-91, 34
Decrease, 102
Evening Schools 1889-90, 132
Evening Schools, 1890-91, 124
Decrease, 8
assessors' enumeration of children betw^een five and
fifteen years of age.
1889. 1890. 1891.
Males, 1252. 1224. 1129.
Females, 1305. 1203. 1053.
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Summary of Monthly Reports for the year ending Dec. 1891.
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SUMMARY OF TRUANT OFFICER'S REPORT.
RESIGNATIONS. TRANSFERS, ETC.
RESIGNATION OF TEACHERS.
S. C. Bartlett, Jr.. sub-master, High School.
A. M. Kittredge, Grade VIL Spring Street School.
Clara I. Thompson, Grade III, Main Street School.
Elizabeth B. Dodge, Grade I, O'Donnell School.
Mamie L. Bodwell, Suburban 6 School.
Hattie F Locke, Suburban 7 School.
APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS.
Chas. H. Abbott, sub-master, High School.
Ella F. Wheeler, Grade VI to Grade VII. Spring Street School.
Elsie A. Moulton, Grade V, Harlwr to Grade VI, Spring
Street School.
Emma M. George, Grade V to Grade VI. Mt. Pleasant School.
Ella M. Armes, Grade VII to Grade VIII. Arlington Street
School.
Grace Carlton, Grade VI to Grade VII, Arlington Street
School.
Annie G. Shea, Grade VI, Arlington Street School.
Annie F. Gorman, Grade IV, Main Street School.
Harriet R. Spalding, Grade III, Main Street School.
Sarah A. Speare. Grade I, Main Street School.
Lizzie G. Farlev, Grade IV to Grade V and Principal Harbor
School.
Mary M. Morrill, Grades 11 and III to Grade IV, Harbor
School.
Kate T. Sullivan, Grades I and II, Belvidere, to Grades Hand
III, Harbor School.
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Adella R. Goodrich, Grades III and IV, and Principal, O'Don-
nell School.
Kate L. Wheeler, suburban 1, to Grade I, O'Donnell School.
Addie L. Wilson. Suburban 5, to Grade II, Belvidere School.
Kate H. Burns, Grade I, Belvidere School.
Bertha A. Hunter, Suburban 1.
M. Abbie Smith, Suburban 6.




Number weeks school in year, ... 36
Number boys in attendance, ..... 98
Number girls in attendance, . . . . .110
Total, 208
Branches pursued in English : Christian Doctrine, Read-
ing, Spelling, Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, U. S. His-
tory, Writing, Hygiene, Church History, Book-keeping.
ST. ALOYSIUS SCHOOL.
Principal of girls—Sr. Gabriel.
Principal of boys—Brother Edward.
Number weeks school in year, .... 39
Number boys in attendance, ..... 310
Number o-iiis in attendance. ..... 300
Total, 610
Branches pursued in French : Reading, Grammar, and
Qur Religion.
Branches pursued in Englisli : Writing, Reading, Geogra-
phy, Grammar, .Arithmetic, American History, Algebra, Book-
keeping, Geology, and all English branches.
CONVENT OF STANISLAUS OF KOSTKA.
Principal—Sr. M. of St. Narcisse.
Number weeks school in year, .... 42
Number boys in attendance, . . . . .120
Number girls in attendance, ..... 142
Total, 162
G9
Branches pursued in French : Reading, Spelling, Grammar,
History of Canada.
Branches pursued in English : Reading, Spelling, Arith-
metic, Grammar, Geography, History of U. S., Book-keep-
ing, and Drawing.
MRS. BRISBINE's BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL.
Principal—Mrs. H. C. Brisbine.
Number weeks school in year, .... 36
Number boys in attendance, ... . . .3
Number girls in attendance, . . . . .12
Total, 15
i^ranches piu'sued : Reading, Writing, Drawing, Arithme-
tic, Algebra, Geography, Physiology, English Literature,
English History, United States History, Latin. Spelling, His-




High School Hall' Friday Jupe 26,








Essay. '-The "Weird in Literature,"
Vinnie R. Hall.
Essay. ''Nature and the Poets,"
Fred H. Newcomb.
Song, Octet, (F. A. Gevaertj
Misses Flather, Putnam, .Shattuck. Plummer. Masters
.Shaw. Xewcomb, Dionne, Valcour.
Recitation. "The Boat Race." (O. W. Holmes)
Mae E. Hall.
Essay. --Xew Hampshire Scenes in Whittier's Poetry."
Lillian L. Clark.
Piano Solo. "Chant du Menestrel."
Herbert W. Robbins.
Essay. •George Eliot's Silas Marner"
Alice C. Howe.
Essay. • ' The Mafia ,"
Henry W. Dionne.
Essay. "Responsibility of United States for Treatment of
Foreign Citizens,"
H. Ray vShaw.
Recitation. •• T/ie Benediction,'" Francois Coppee.
Alice L. Mclntire.





Declamation. "Retributive Justice,^' (Thomas Corw in )
Charles S. Valcour.
Essays. ••New Hampshire,"
'Its Natural Wealth." Lizzie B. Field.
'"Its Beautiful Scener\-." Fannie C. Shattuck.
"Its Men." Linnie M. Cheever.
Declam.ation. '-Charles Sumner." (^Schurz)
Charles J. Ober.














Parting Song. --Arr,'' from the German, by E. W.
Pearson.
The Class.
Presentation of Diplomas, by President Board of Educa-
cation.
Award of Noyes Prize Medals, bv the Superintendent.
Class of 1891.
























Mrs. Ellen Sullivan Clarkson,
DIED NOV. 6, 1891.
In the death of Mrs. Chirkson the Teachers' Chil)
lost a valued member and the cause of education a
staunch friend and earnest advocate.
Her genial smile, her unselfish nature, the tender-
ness and sweetness of her life, her upright character,
and all those noble qualities which endeared her to us
in life are a tender benediction which time cannot ef-
face.
And we ask our Father in Heaven, who does not
willinglv afflict, but chasteneth those whom he loxeth,
to send the Comforter, who alone can give peace, to
comfort and bless the bereaved husband, mother, sis-





Tn behalf of the Teachers' Club.

A SCHEME FOR PROMOTIONS
WITHOUT STATED EXAMINATION FOR GRADES BELOW THE
HIGH SCHOOL.
For the promotion of pupils from one grade to the next suc-
cessive grade no stated examinations shall be held, but such
promotions shall be determined by the daily work of the pu-
pils estimated in accordance with the following regulations :
1. It shall be the duty of each teacher in the grades aliove the
Primary at the end of each school month to estimate and to
record the scholarship of each pupil for that month in all
studies. Drawing and writing shall be counted as one study.
Reading and spelling shall be counted as one study.
2. This estimate shall not be based on daily markings or
any particular written test, but shall be the honest judgment
by the teacher of the pupil's proficiency, expressed in a scale
of marks in which 100 shall be the highest mark attainable.
From 90 to 100 shall be deemed excellent, from 80 to 90 good,
from 75 to 80 fair, and below 75 unsatisfactory.
3. For an^• pupil reciting to two or more teachers the
monthly estimates shall be recorded by the teacher who re-
cords the attendance and shall be based upon the averages of
the several teachers to whom the pupil recites.
4. When the average of the monthly estimate for the year
of any pupil shall be above 75, such pupil shall be promoted
without examination, but no pupil shall be so promoted who
does not attain an average of 75.
5. The teachers shall, at the end of each month, send to
tiie parent or guardian of each pupil whose estimated mark
for the month shall be below 75, the approved form of notice,
and shall annually, within one week from the close of the
school-year, transmit to the Superintendent a list o{ all pupils.
with the average of estimates for eacli pupil, and to the Prin-
cipal of the school within which or to wliich promotion is
made a list of the pupils promoted., but xvithout the average
of estimates.
6. The record of estimates shall at any time be open to
the inspection of the Superintendent, or the Sub-Committee
or the Principal of the school.
7. Any parent or guardian whose child fails of promotion
by the average of estimates mav apply to the Superintendent
within one week from the close of the school-year for an ex-
amination for promotion, but no child shall be so promoted
the average of whose examination mark with the average of
estimates shall be below 75.
8. In studies where a special teaclier is employed, esti-
mates will be made and recorded bv the regular teacher un-
der the general direction and supervision of the special
teacher.
9. In estimating the work of pupils, due credit shall be
given for faithfulness, application and industry.
10. Nothing in this scheme for the promotion of pupils
shall be construed as disfavoring written tests as an element
of teaching. The use of such tests to determine the value of
the teaching or to suggest its imperfections, and to promote
habits of exact and succinct statement by the pupils, is re-
garded as salutar}' and essential.
Written tests may be ^given according to the direction of,
or bv the Superintendent, the Principal of the school, the
teacher of the grade or special teacher ; but such tests shall
not form the immediate basis of the teacher's estimate.
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FORM OF NOTICE.
Department of Public Schools.
Nashua, N. H.
To
Dear :—By the direction of the Superintendent,
I hereby inforni \ f)u that the estimate of scholarship of
foi- the month ending is ; and I call
your attention to the Reoulation printed herewith :
REGULATION.
When the a\erage of the monthh estimates for the year of
an\ pupil shall be above seventy-five, sucli pupil shall be pro-
moted with an examination, but no pupil shall be so promoted
who does not attain an average of seventy-five.
This being the notice of unsatisfactory scholarship
sent to vou during the school year beginning September, 18 ,
I beg leave to say that it is sent with the desire to give you
courteously information of your standing, and to





This part to be detached and returned promptly to the teacher.]
Nashua, N. H.,
(Date.)
I have read and carefully considered the notice numbered
, stating the estimate of scholarship of to
be unsatisfactory for the month ending ; and I









Geography—*Warren's Introductory and Common School.
Arithmetic—Franklin. Cogswell's Lessons in Numbers.
Language—Patterson's Grammar and Heath's Elementary
Lessons.











Botany—Gray's School and Field Book (Revised Lessons).
Chemistry—Shephard's ; Remsen's.
Commercial Law—Clark's.
English Composition—Lockwood's Lesson in English. Ab-
bott's How to Write Clearly.
English Grammar—Whitney's Essentials of— ; Welsh's.
English Literature— Selections from English Authors.
French—Worman's French Grammar; Readers (Selected
and Super's.) Grandgent's Composition.
Geology—Dana's, Tiie Geological Story briefly told.
G comet IV—Wentworth's.
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Greek—Goodwin's Greek Grammar ; White's First Lessons
in Greek
; Jones' Greek Prose ; Greeli Author's.
History of England—Montgomery's ; General History,
Myers' ; Sheldon's.
History of Rome—Leighton's ; Smith's ; Pennell's.
History of Greece—Pennell's. »
Latin—Allen and Greenough's Grammar; Latin Authors;




Physiology and Hygiene ; Martin's ; Walker's.
Rhetoric—Kellogg's.
Science of Government — Fiske's Civil Government
;




Drawing—Prang's Nos. IX, X.
Music—Whiting's Part Song and Chorus Book : Charts.






